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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Building procurement is defined as ‘the act or process of bringing into being a building 
that was not there before and emb races all th e activities t hat might b e necessary to  
that objective’. Aboriginal housing procurement practice o ccurs in a complex context  
of political,  market, and industry dynamics.  Housing procu rement is d elivered using  
the practica l and legal mechanism of a building contract  into which drawings and  
specifications are incor porated in order to bring into being a physically define d 
outcome that was not  there befor e. But ther e is a re lative absence  within current 
Indigenous housing literature tha t directly a ddresses t he relation  between t he 
procurement method, and the social, human and economic outcomes of the supply of 
housing, or  the ‘so cial, cultural, hu man and economic capitals’ as th ey are terme d 
herein. 
Achieving high-level outcomes beyo nd the phys ical units of  houses is fraught with 
difficulty in remote Indigenous hou sing. Despit e this, ther e are some procurement 
success stories; with this in mind, this project aims to assess what has been achieved 
during the last decade of procurement of Aboriginal housin g, as groun ded in actu al 
practice. A boriginal ho using procu rement, if done well, would not only diminis h 
livelihood vulnerabilit ies, but would  also  stren gthen self-g overnance and genera te 
services responsive to community demand. As will be discussed in th is Positioni ng 
Paper and further explored in the subsequent research Final Report, the significance  
of a better  understand ing of housing procure ment systems within the context of  
remote Indigenous communities has potential benefit for all peoples e ngaged in the  
built environment sector. 
Specifically, this study explores the relationships between remote Indigenous housin g 
procurement and the broader objectives of Indigenous communities. It contributes t o 
an understa nding of th e potential longer-term economic, social, hea lth and cultura l 
outcomes of current and future housing policies and housing delivery progra ms. I t 
also aims to  address th e lack of pu blished comparative analyses of ca se studies on  
what the authors gloss as the ‘socio-ec onomic capitals’ of housin g procurement  
methods. This Position ing Paper reviews the available literature on  the socio-
economic capitals of  housing outcomes, describing them systematically and 
documenting any estab lished te chniques of  measuring su ch outcomes. In the next  
stage of the project (post=literature analysis),  we shall sa mple a sele cted number of 
best practice case studies, to exami ne in more depth, a range of the types of benefit s 
outlined ab ove. The project aims to generate and discuss strateg ies, guidelin es, 
principles and measures for good Aboriginal housing procurement practices in remote 
Australia. 
Housing pr ocurement in remote Aborigin al communities ha s at times bee n 
sporadically linked to other forms of govern ment service delivery outcomes and  
objectives such as construction,  maintenance, training , employment, educat ion, 
governance, management, health, sustainability; yet still further program values hav e 
emerged in recent years that can best be described as ‘symbolic cap itals’ inclusive of 
leadership, mutual respect, positive cultural identity and other life skills outcomes. 
Close examination of all the capitals (soc ial, human, natural, economic and physical) 
upon which housing procurement impinges reveals a stark gap in the inclusiveness of 
social capital theory to respond to t he unique circumstance s of human settlement in  
remote Indigenous cont exts. This g ap has bee n addressed by introducing the the ory 
of ‘su stainable livelihoo ds framework’, which a ttempts to emphasise improved life 
outcomes in  alignment with remote Indigenous settlement expectations and has the 
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 potential to  link a rang e of capitals to housin g procurement and to the distin ctive 
markets of hybrid economies evident in the majority of remote settlements. 
Understanding procurement in remote Indigenous settings 
In attempting to unde rstand the relationship between housing pr ocurement and  
Aboriginal capital netwo rks in  remote communities, this pap er begins b y presentin g 
the common procurement strategies and a ssociated contractual methodologies used 
in the Au stralian construction industry. Most forms of build ing procure ment rely on 
legally binding contracts that establish the scop e of works and specify the outcomes  
to be achie ved during the contract ed works. C urrently, in t he Australian construction 
industry, th ere are nin e contractu al methods used in  th e provision of mainstream 
construction projects. These are: 
Æ Documented Design (Traditional Lump Sum), also known as Construct Only. 
Æ Design Development and Construct (DD&C). 
Æ Design, Novate and Construct (DN&C). 
Æ Design and Construct (D&C). 
Æ Design, Construct and Maintain (DCM). 
Æ Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP). 
Æ Managing Contractor.  
Æ Alliance (Co-operative) Contracting. 
Æ Public Private Partnerships (PPP). 
Two broad government programs have deliv ered most re mote Indigenous housing  
over the last ten years—State Ow ned and Managed Indigenous Hou sing (SOMIH),  
and Indigenous Community Housing (ICH). SOMIH is provid ed in all Australian sta tes 
and the dwellings are owned and managed by t he particular state housing authorities 
funded through the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement. Indigenous community 
housing is managed by Indigenous community  housing o rganisations (ICHOs) wi th 
funding provided by th e state and Commonwealth governments. Accordingly, this 
Paper seeks to  under stand the  various stra tegies u sed in th e pr ocurement of  
Aboriginal h ousing over the last ten years in order to discuss the eff icacy of these 
processes and the future of housing procurement in remote Aboriginal communities. 
Understanding the capitals of Indigenous housing 
procurement 
Because mainstream housing procurement contracts and  methods a re driven by 
economic imperatives of minimisin g financial risk and  maximising finan cial ga ins, a ll 
with expected delivery in set t imeframes, they do not readily lend themselves to  
integration with the la rgely unskilled, highly  mobile la bour markets of remote 
Indigenous settlements. The availa ble evidenc e suggests that a  diff erent system 
needs to be implemented—one that borrows from local Aboriginal social capitals, and 
is fostere d f rom outside mainstream hous ing procurement systems at communal or 
regional levels. Aspects of Aboriginal social, hu man and ec onomic capitals seem to 
have been in conflict, mismatched o r not recogn isable under the rigid pa rameters of  
conventional mainstream housing procurem ent delivery. If Indigenous people are  to  
derive improved livelihood outcomes from ho using and  infrastructur e programs, it 
needs to be  recognised  that rushe d program agendas ca n strip lo ng-term benefits, 
and may co ntribute to t he burden of livelihood  vulnerabiliti es due to t he increase d 
running costs of houses and the reduced socia l benefits. T his is furthe r exacerbated 
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 by a shortened building  period due to the wet season in many regio ns of northern 
Australia, resulting in the exclusion of local involvement in training. 
The sustainable livelihoods framework thus argues for an intercultural and hybridised 
approach to sustainab ility based on the procurement realities faced by re mote 
settlements; with a cau tionary approach to ad opting procurement frameworks tha t 
draw on technologies and contractual systems that prohibit or restrict Aboriginal  
labour engagement, or that entrust innovation solely into the hands of consultants who 
lack the necessary contractual powers and experience to implement these innovations 
under current procurement practice s. The au thors contend that su ch a framework is 
possible through an engagement with Aborigin al ‘capitals’ consisting of social, health, 
employment and train ing, and g overnance frameworks within a  sustainability 
livelihoods approach. 
Social cap ital consists of networks of socia l r elationships formed for mutual benefit  
and based on norms of trust, reciprocity and unity. Although Indigenous social capital 
investment in housing procurement appears to yield only li mited economic gain and 
does not usually manifest as capita listic economic development, there is a possibilit y 
of exploring  whether informal Aboriginal gro ups, su ch as so ciospatial kin-based 
residential groupings, customary gendered activity g roups, hunting or craft  
manufacturing groups, and ceremonial or ritu al groups, can play roles in hou sing 
economy or housing management. Such social capital would need to be localised and 
contextualised due to the distinct  economic  and social circumstances in remote  
settlements. For purposes of identif ication and evaluation, it is possible  to measure  
social cap ital strength,  although  it  is necessary to combine a quant itative scalin g 
approach with a qualitative assessm ent to capture the distinctive cross-cultural mix of 
values and networks in Aboriginal communities. 
Another dimension of  socia l cap ital, cultur al capita,  ca n play a significant  role i n 
housing design. The cultural design paradigm involves the use of models of culturally 
distinct behavior to inform definitions of Aboriginal housing needs. These need to be  
generated from effective  consultation with end users, requiring specialist expertise in  
cross-cultural con sultative skills. This de sign approach  provides opportunity in 
housing pro curement for the reinfo rcing of cultural identit y, thereby strengthening 
social and cultural capital. Ethical capital is further gen erated from a con sistent 
application of primary e thical principles of mutual respect,  mutual rights and mutual  
responsibilities in meeting the reasonable culturally specific needs of householders. 
A form of human capital that can  be generated  from housing procure ment is health 
capital. Houses and associated en vironments can contribu te positively to sustain ing 
Aboriginal health and reducing livelihood vulnerabilitie s. Surve ys are available to  
assess the quality of th e health har dware, i.e. t he physical equipment necessary f or 
healthy and hygienic living, which pr ovides a measure of he alth capital in Indigenous  
housing. Another form of health capital is arguably generated by supporting the socia l 
and psycho logical funct ions of  hou sing. A significant way to do  this is to redu ce 
crowding. However, crowding is also a specialist area of research and design practice 
due to the complexity of cross- cultural crowdin g models, a nd to the complex inter-
relationships of household density, behavioural codes and values, the fu nctional state 
of house in frastructure, the hygienic condit ion of houses,  and psychological well-
being. The problem of quantifying and measuring crowdin g reduction  in housin g in  
order to red uce psychological stress and infectious disease transmission is similarly 
difficult, and  although coarse measurement s are regularly made using conventional 
occupancy standards, t hey are not necessar ily an accurat e guide as indicated by 
some of the culturally distinctive examples given. 
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 Housing and infrastructure procurement, as one of the largest capital investments by 
governments in remote  communities, has a cle ar potential to generate  employment 
and training  capitals  (o r economic capitals) a nd thereby provide imp roved wealt h 
creation and economic sustainabilit y for Aboriginal people. However, variable project 
delivery met hods clear ly result in varied opport unities for  e mployment and training . 
Time-pressured housing delivery limits opportun ities for  community participation  and 
has resulted in a contracting prefer ence for low-key or zero  Aboriginal involvement in 
many jurisdictions. 
If the const raints of ur gent constr uction timef rames were  not prioritised, synergies 
could occur, contributing significantly to livelihood sustainability. Howe ver, the use of  
small-sized building t eams prevents apprent iceship upta ke, and typically there are  
often no fully qualified Indigenous tradespersons involved in con struction project s. 
Small-scaled building  p rojects thu s appear to only have minor impact on ach ieving 
significant improvements in livelihood strategies. On the oth er hand, the promotion of 
housing te chnology systems for ho using proc urement that can radically reduce th e 
extent to which conventional certif ications of on-site skilled labour are required, needs 
to be considered. The example of  Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation in Arnhem Lan d 
demonstrates that su stained e mployment opportunities can emerge when  
infrastructure is carefully and selectively introduced to match local management  
capacity and skills levels for repa irs and maintenance, even if there is a lack of ability 
to uptake recognised trades certification. 
Larger scales of labour organisation and training need to be explored. High level skills  
uptake by Indigenous staff can occur under key government contract agencies like the 
Queensland Go vernment’s QBuild, because  they offer the required perpetual  
employment to achieve this, yet there is a considerable lack of interface  and minimal  
local labour input within the settlements where construction  projects are rolled out.  A 
good practice example is the Myuma group in North-west Queensland which runs a 
pre-vocational training course. Here there is a u nique symbiotic relationship between 
the practice  of Aborigin al law and the practice  of commerce whereby the two are  
mutually supportive of one another , generating  a strong A boriginality in day-to-da y 
business. T he overall positive benefit to eco nomic capit al is thus supported and  
underpinned by cultural and social capital resulting in a potential for greater livelihood 
sustainability. 
In addition, capacity building of loca l governance capital  is also necessary to obtai n 
sustainable training and employment outcomes. Housing pr ocurement can contribute 
to both lo cal and regional forms of Indigen ous governance. However, there is 
generally an imbalance in power relations and capacities between Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal governance systems, one which needs to be corrected in order to generate 
the best capital outputs from housing procurement. The latter includes local, state and 
Commonwealth Govern ment representative bodies and their asso ciated fundin g 
cycles that  require co ordination a t the sca les of the settlement and the regio n. 
Problems of procurement result when there is not a ‘collective mind se t of values and 
attitudes’ among these respective players. In general, Indigenous self-governance is a 
critical key  to developing su stainable re mote Aboriginal communities. With 
governance capitals inevitably impacting on housing procure ment, an ultimate aim f or 
remote Indigenous co mmunities would be fo r at lea st some, if not the majority, of  
Aboriginal groups to develop (build infrastru cture) and purchase la nd, constru ct, 
maintain and manage housing stock, buy, sell, and rent houses themselves without or 
with minimal government intervention. Implementing such an economic aim requires a 
sufficient strength and flexibility of l ocal governance to facil itate corporate innovation 
as well a s a demand responsive model of hou sing procurement such t hat communal 
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 motivation for involvement in housing construct ion and maintenance is clearly aligned 
with housing products that fulfil local needs. 
The strivin g and plan ning for multiple capitals to be  generated f rom housing  
procurement suggests adopting a form of sustainability framework in order to integrate 
the hybrid economic u se of community-base d resources within a ra nge of human  
activities, incorporating complementary concept s of eco logy and socia l values. Th e 
Design Framework (DF) method and the Sustainable Livelihood (SL) F ramework both 
offer positive foundations for the procureme nt of housing in remo te Aboriginal 
communities. The sustainable livelihood’s framework has the potential to link a range  
of capitals to housing procurement and attempts to emphasise improved outcomes in 
alignment with remote Indigenous settlement expectations. 
Linking socio-economic capitals to procurement methods 
In concluding this Positioning Paper, the discussion prepar es the foundation for the  
subsequent empirical case study analyses to be undertaken in Stage 2, through 
presenting initial f indings regarding  socia l, cult ural, health  and econo mic capitals in  
remote Abo riginal communities and their pote ntial relationship with th e procuremen t 
processes and contractual methodologies discussed previously in this report. 
Social capitals in procurement 
In this rep ort, social capitals we re de scribed as  networks i nclusive of soc ial 
relationships, norms of trust and reciprocity, being in certain ways non-separable from 
natural capitals where customary capital is a ll important and outstrip s economi c 
capital. In t erms of pro curement and its relationship to  social capitals, it  could  be 
argued that the better a given communit y’s social capitals are un derstood a nd 
respected, the better any potential housing procurement system will be. Furthermore, 
it can  be e xpected tha t different  communities will exhibit potentially d ifferent so cial 
capitals dependent on a multitude of given circumstances in cluding, but not limited to, 
remoteness, local levels of leadership, social or ganisation, education, adherence to 
local custo m and cult ural traditio ns among others. However, there is negligible 
evidence in documented case studie s of housing  providers a ttempting to understand  
how informal Aborigina l networks might contribute to hou sing procur ement and this 
remains an untested area. It is intended that Stage 2 of this research project will focus 
on more in-depth analysis of th ese interrelated issues in seeking to understand which 
(if any) social capitals might be demonstrable from the chosen case studies. There is 
nevertheless one exce ptional practice clearly visible in  the housing  literature, which 
draws on social cap ital and which the current authors believe is relevant and 
necessary t o creating sustainable procurement strategie s in remote Aboriginal  
communities, that of ‘design cult ural fit’ between culturally distinct domiciliary 
behaviours and house design. 
Cultural and ethical capitals in procurement 
In order to achieve a close ‘de sign cultural fit’ in remote Aboriginal h ousing, ther e 
must be a common consensus between the initial designer, the builder and the project 
manager overseeing the procurement process. One of the most contentious debate s 
in Aborigin al housing  over recent decade s relates t o whether or not th e 
standardisation of hou se designs can deliver  culturally appropriate  housing.  T he 
argument once again comes down to risk management for both fun der (proprie tor) 
and building contractor. For example, the standardisation of house designs results in 
less community consult ation as co mmunity members choose from a range of design 
options tha t have typically been pr edetermined, while the  individualisat ion of hou se 
designs requires a much greater co mmitment to community consultation and add s a 
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 greater level of complexity to the documentation and eventual buildin g program as 
well as cost . Individualisation a lso reduces opportunities for achieving economies of 
scale as bui lding materials cannot be ordered i n bulk and  architectural detailing and 
technology may vary. The history of housing  procurement systems in Aboriginal  
communities has shown that the standardisation of house designs is yet to be prove n 
to result in a strong cu ltural fit, wh ere the individualisation  of house d esigns while  
seemingly more culturally appropriate is yet to  deliver successful larg e-scale housing 
programs. Both methods present problems fo r the deliver y of culturally appropriate 
housing. The intention of Stage 2 of this rese arch project  will be to evaluate which  
procurement systems have proven more effective in creating positive outcomes for a  
close cultural fit in house design. 
Cultural ap propriateness in house design relat es to how well the finished produ ct 
functions t o support  the occu pants’ beliefs and th eir asso ciated domiciliary 
behaviours. The contractual syste m itself is  important in this respect; however, as 
discussed above, it appears th at projects with short timeframe s and gra nd 
expectations in  achieving large nu mbers of houses will au tomatically preclude t ime-
intensive or householder  responsive consultat ion due to the f ocus on standardisation 
in house design and the  dominance of economies of sca le. Consequently, it appears 
that large-scale design-and-construct (D&C) and alliance contractual processes would 
lend themselves to this methodology, wher eas small-scale tradition al lump s um 
contracts would lend themselves to intense pre-design co nsultation and 
individualisation in  hou se design, which until investigated fully in  St age 2 of  th is 
project, app ears to produce better results in r elation to cultural appr opriateness in  
house design. 
Health capitals and procurement 
In looking at the relationship between housing procurement processes and reducing 
livelihood vulnerabilit ies, two main aspects are  considered  based on the literatur e 
analysis—reducing cro wding and  improving health ha rdware performance. The 
majority of work requir ed to improve health a nd overcrowding outco mes in remote 
Aboriginal housing need s to be undertaken at a strategic d esign level with a heav y 
focus on grass-roots consultation with key stakeholders, typically those who are living 
in the household settin gs in which  the house  and relate d infrastruct ure are to be 
constructed. A review of those contr actual mechanisms discussed previously shows 
either the lump sum or alliance contracting systems may best support such an activity, 
versus the  D&C contracting scenarios with  their set timeframe and budget ary 
requirements. Both the  traditional ( lump sum) and allian ce forms of contract would  
typically rely on either pre-contract or schematic design consultation being undertaken 
during the initial stages of the design process.  The reaso n for ruling out D&C as a 
potential system relates to the time that the consultative process would typically add 
to the proje ct program; and with the  head building contracto r assuming all the risk in  
the D&C process, it would appear more likely that whoever was exposed to the most  
risk would  attempt to limit consulta tive input a nd seek sta ndardised h ouse design s 
versus the individualised designs possible under lump sum and alliance contracting. 
To improve health and reduce crowding in remote Aboriginal housing r equires both 
technical and social design considerations. While good technical design  may improve 
access to health hardware within a house, and t hus have a positive effect on some of  
the health indices of its occupants, it may not necessarily reduce crowding or improve 
health if da y-to-day cle aning regimes are not constant o r undermined by large  
households. However, we do know that a lack of qualit y technical design do es 
exacerbate house hardware functions, an d can have a flow-on effect on  
overcrowding. 
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 Employment and training capitals in procurement 
In terms of incorporating local labou r and imple menting training progra ms within th e 
range of different procurement strategies, the issue becomes one not just of additional 
cost, but also of risk mitigation for b oth proprietor and build ing contractor. The risk t o 
the proprietor relates to timeframe and budget overruns given the potential of a more 
transient, possibly truant, and certainly low-skilled semi-lit erate labour  force in many 
remote communities. Those same risks al so affect the build ing contractor. Given thi s 
scenario, one could assume that the proprietor would attempt to shift the potential risk 
of timeframe and budg et overruns to the build ing contractor with a resultant increa se 
in overall construction sum to cover the contractor’s addit ional risk. Of the contractual 
scenarios discussed previously, both the trad itional lump sum and D&C approach es 
would see t he contract or taking o n the risks associated with labour force truancy 
whereas the alliance form of contracting would see all parties sharing those risks. One 
could imagine that the majority of head contra cting compa nies with th e appropria te 
experience to run D&C and lump sum contracting would shy awa y from contractual 
situations that stipulated  the implementation of training and employment  programs i n 
remote communities on the basis of risk to th eir business enterprise.  Therefore, it  
could be su ggested tha t alliance  contracting i s more likely than either l ump sum or  
D&C contracting to accommodate l ocal training and employment strategies in remote  
Aboriginal communities as all risks are shared. Thus, it is no surprise that the current  
SIHIP program in the Northern Territory is being administered as an alliance contract  
with all risks shared between the Australian an d Northern Territory Governments and 
the contracting consortia undertaking the construction work. 
With this in  mind, the question is how to build appropriately in remote settings where 
there is a high likel ihood of transi ent behaviour due to mobility associated wit h 
Aboriginal kinship and  ceremonial responsibilities,  and where Aboriginal social 
priorities may outweig h economic priori ties with individuals choosing family 
obligations/responsibilities over the ir own personal material desires. This situation 
affects procurement strategies given that the construction of house projects is typically 
a linear  continual pr ogram of construc tion and administration  u ntil practical  
completion. It may be u nrealistic if not incongr uous to expect Aborigin al people to 
compromise their long-held social responsibilities to receive construction training that 
may not culminate in long-term e mployment. Case study analyses in Stage 2 will  
investigate the relationship between training,  employment, mobility and procurement 
systems in greater detail in an att empt to dra w conclusio ns as to which direct ion 
procurement scenarios should head in the future to benefit  all stakeho lders and not  
just those who provide the proje ct funding  or those w ho benefit f inancially fro m 
undertaking the works. 
Governance capitals in procurement 
In terms of governance as a so cial cap ital and its re lationship t o procurement  
processes, improved housing procu rement in remote Aboriginal communities will no t 
produce qu ality governance stru ctures with in communities; however, improved self-
governance systems  within communities will result in greater informa tion 
dissemination and acco untability, a nd thus bet ter housing  procurement in remote 
communities. It is there fore difficult to choose a ny one particular contra ctual strategy 
over another in rela tion to streng thening and working with governance as a for m of  
capital. In saying this, after reviewing the governance liter ature, the current authors 
believe that  an improvement in self- governance mechanisms, whereby Indigenous  
people administer infrastructure and  housing  programs themselves will result in th e 
positive development of Aboriginal housing procurement throughout Australia. Wh ile 
this seems an obvious statement, history ha s shown this pursuit  to  be a diff icult 
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 achievement. For example, self-governance of housing procurement was attempted in 
the recent decades through ICHOs administering community consultation, design and 
construction contracts. However, those housing organisations not only had to balance  
a three-tiered system of government, i.e. local, state and Federal, in order to continue 
receiving su pport, but a lso the social and cult ural expectations of the ir respective 
communities that at times sat in polar opposition to government political agendas. 
For some, t he heavy burden that t his situation  placed  on these small organisat ions 
resulted in their eventual failure  and the abolit ion of their r esponsibilities for housing  
and infrastructure management. The literature shows that unless ICHOs are equipped 
with the relevant skills and personnel to carry out such an undertaking, they are bound 
for failure in the medium to long-term. Even if they succeeded under this regime, they 
were considerably defunded in sweeping ICHO changes through the removal of CHIP 
and NAHS funding, and any competencies gained were lost when they were 
defunded. Nevertheless,  there are some operational ICHOs  that contin ue to have a 
relatively successf ul tr ack record . If quality governance structure s did exist  in 
Aboriginal communities, it would b e possib le f or that ICHO to use a ny one of t he 
different co ntractual st rategies de scribed pre viously to procure housing for that 
community; it would on ly be a matter of ch oice as t o which contract  system worked 
best for a given scenario. This is, a gain, a dimension of the research project that will 
be examined through a later case study. 
Conclusion 
In reviewin g the recent history (2001–2010) of housing procurement in remote  
Aboriginal communities, two major observations stand out.  Firstly, g iven the political 
complexities of working in cross-cultural contexts, there does not appear to have been 
a significant improvement in Aboriginal housing over the last ten years; and secondly,  
in response  to this co mplexity, th ere appears to have been a shif t away fro m 
traditional lump sum contracts co ntrolled at a communit y level (thro ugh ICHOs) t o 
large allian ce forms of contract controlled at  a regional  level by the Australi an 
Government. Initial rese arch findings indicate th at many of t he barriers affecting th e 
outcomes of particular procurement systems may be government-related and due to a 
lack of unde rstanding of the social and economic capitals that Aboriginal people ca n 
bring to procurement in conjunction  with an appropriate awareness of market and 
construction industry dynamics in remote Austra lia. Stage 2 of this resea rch program 
will draw out and clarify these relationships in greater detail. 
This research project promises to make a valua ble addition to the body of knowledge 
regarding housing procurement processes in  remote Aboriginal co mmunities in  
Australia. It  also has the poten tial to edu cate funder s (government), ICHOs 
(community governance) and project facilitato rs (contracting companies) working  in  
remote Australia as to best-practice administration processes leading to more positive 
outcomes of  culturally r esponsive housing in using the social and e conomic capitals 
that Aboriginal people can bring t o procurement. In order to appropriately procure  
Aboriginal housing in remote communities in Australia, it is argued that an envelope of 
‘ethical fair ness’ need s to cover all participa nts in the  process; b e they building  
contractors, Aboriginal occupants, government officials or others in  procuring quality 
housing outcomes which attest to a  shared futu re built environment that will last an d 
that is repr esentative a nd responsive to each other’s cu ltural, social a nd economic  
values. 
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 1 INTRODUCTION  
History sho ws Aborigin al housing to be a  po litically cont ested realm  as d iverse 
stakeholders in both  I ndigenous and non-In digenous in dustry cont exts attempt to  
negotiate different social, economic and cultural values in constructing a shared future 
Australian b uilt environ ment. Historically, housing procure ment in re mote Aboriginal 
communities has at  times been sporadically linked to  other forms of govern ment 
service delivery outcomes and objectives, such a s construction,  maintenance,  
training, employment, education, governance, management, health, su stainability; yet 
still further program values have emerged in recent years that can best  be described 
as ‘symbolic capitals’ in clusive of leadership, mutual respect,  positive cultural identity 
and other life skills outcomes. 
These seco ndary outcomes of the housing pro cess are what we loosely term th e 
‘capitals’ of housing: outcomes that are in addition to the physical asset of the house. 
The idea of a research study on th e relation between the procurement methods a nd 
the social, human and economic capitals in  I ndigenous housing seems even more 
compelling given the shifts in  Indigenous policy in the H oward and Rudd era of  
Australian Government during the  early 2000s.  If one  is to  track throu gh Indigenous 
policies fro m the early 1970s ( starting in  the Whitlam era), one find s the persist ent 
inclusion of a range of capitals in housing delivery, initially generated from the policies 
of self-determination and self-management (the Fraser era). 
The late 1970s and 1980s saw a  flourishing of self-help construction, Aboriginal pre-
fabricated house manufacturing  companies, concret e block-making, hou se 
maintenance teams, la ndscaping enterprises, housing management committees and  
co-operatives, and even the employment of architects within Aboriginal-controlle d 
agencies ( Memmott 1 988). By t he 1990s government  policie s a cross many 
jurisdictions subscribed  to levels of Indigeno us decision -making and governance 
which became forma lised with in the many Indigenous Commu nity Housing 
Organisations (ICHOs),  the Regional Councils of the Aboriginal and  Torres Strait 
Islander Commission (ATSIC) and  the various  state housing authorities such as the  
Aboriginal Coordinating Council ( Qld), the Aboriginal H ousing Boa rd (WA), the  
Indigenous Housing Authority of the Northern Territory (IHANT) and the Aborigin al 
Housing Office (NSW). With the exception of t he last mentioned orga nisation, a ll of 
these stru ctures were dismantled or disempo wered in th e first  deca de of the  n ew 
millennia (early 2000s), with a swing back to  mainstreaming policy approaches.  
However, policie s tend to move cyclica lly thro ugh time like a pendulu m, and at the 
time of writing there was renewed interest in  the potential capitals of Indigeno us 
housing an d an opportunity to re-examine ho w they might be achie ved within a  
renewed call for the economic sustainability of communities and for ‘closing the gap’ 
in Aboriginal health and poverty u nder the National Partnerships wit h states and  
territories. 
Given that the constru ction of houses is delivered using the practical and legal  
mechanism of a building contra ct into which drawing s and spe cifications are 
incorporated, it is surprising that no study to date has direct ly addressed the relation 
between the latter, which we term the ‘procur ement meth od’, and th e former, the  
social, human and economic outcomes of the supply of housing, or the ‘social, hum an 
and econo mic capitals’. As will b e discussed  in this po sitioning pap er and further 
explored in the subsequent research report, the significance of a better understanding 
of housing procurement systems i n remote In digenous communities has potential  
benefit for a ll peoples in  the Australian built environment sector. Aboriginal housing  
procurement, if done well, would not only provide a vision towar ds diminishing  
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 livelihood vulnerabilit ies, but would create a p owerful voice for streng thening self -
governance and achieving services responsive to demand. 
1.1 The study and its aims 
This project explores the relationships between Indigenous h ousing procurement and 
the broader social and economic objectives or capitals of In digenous communities. It 
contributes to an  un derstanding of the  po tential longer-term economic, social,  
environmental, health and cultural outcomes o f current an d future ho using policies  
and housin g delivery programs. The types of desirable  outcomes from housing  
projects an d their relative weightings vary across ju risdictions and between  
communities, but the following crite ria for such outcomes are frequently encountere d 
in the policy and program literature: 
Æ Involving Indigenous decision-making through consultation. 
Æ Achieving competitive housing delivery costs and economies of scale. 
Æ Sustaining local Indigen ous build ing and maintenance teams in employment and 
training. 
Æ Ensuring that design complies with environmental health criteria. 
Æ Establishing a portfo lio of h igh st andard designs (co st e ffective, cult urally and 
environmentally sustainable, disabled/elderly access). 
Æ Ensuring that routine maintenance is consistent with local community capacity. 
Æ Matching building contract sizes and performance goals with the  regional 
capacities of private sector building contractors. 
Æ Affordability with regards to energy usage and maintenance costs. 
Æ Tenant satisfaction with housing product and process. 
While a number of theoretical frameworks have been devised to classify and describe  
this range of benefits b ased on individual project reports,  ideological a rguments and 
limited case  study mat erial, there are no published comp arative analyses of case  
studies on  what we shall g loss as the ‘socio-economic capitals’ of housing  
procurement. Housing procurement practice occurs in  a complex context of politica l, 
market, and industry dynamics. Achieving hi gh-level outco mes beyon d the unit s of 
houses is fraught with difficu lty in remote Indigenou s housing.  For example,  
contractual requirements on buildin g contractor s to use lo cal Aborigin al labour or 
purchase Aboriginal Council-supplied materials can introdu ce hidden ri sks, which in 
turn inflate  t ender price s in  a market-driven economy. Des pite this, th ere are some 
procurement success st ories; with this in mind, this project  aims to a ssess what has 
been achie ved during the last  de cade of pr ocurement of Aborigin al housing , as 
grounded in actual practice. These aims also partly address the AHURI Indigenou s 
Research Agenda 2009 on sustai nability relating to the financial i mplications of 
different procurement systems in m eeting asset  management practices and hou sing 
outcomes for Indigenous people in remote areas (AHURI 2008, p.21). 
Let us briefly overview t he contents of th is Positioning Paper. The rem ainder of  this  
chapter de als with methodological issues, firstly by describing  t he ‘Resear ch 
background’ and how the study builds on earlier AHURI rep orts, which leads into the 
formulation of a set of research que stions, then followed by more detailed discussion 
of the literat ure sources and the impact of rem oteness on  procurement. Chapter 2 
provides a technical introduction to, and definitions of, nine contractual methods used 
in the provision of mainstream construction p rojects, and  then provi des a recent 
history of the use of these procurement models in the Indigenous housing sector. 
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Chapter 3 is about ‘Un derstanding the Capitals of Indige nous Housing’ and de als 
separately with social capitals, cultural an d ethical capitals, h ealth capit als, 
employment and training capitals, and governance capitals. Before discussing each of 
these respective capitals, there is a section on ‘sustainability frameworks for improved 
livelihoods’ which attempts to integrate a broad set of valu es into mod els to guide 
human endeavours, and that usua lly cont ain both sustainable environmental and 
economic goals as well as a  range of the capitals that are of relevance to the current 
analysis. Sustainability frameworks are thus useful to unde rstand ways in which a  set 
of capitals might be  theoretically combined  to generate sustaina ble Aboriginal 
livelihoods. 
Finally, in  Chapter 4, our initia l f indings are  set out  on how each of the capitals 
described in Chapter 3 might be more logica lly or appropriately gained  or enhanced  
through a particular t ype of pro curement process, the reby creating a set of 
prescriptors to use for case study selection in the second stage of this project. Stage 2 
will examine a set of case studies in greater depth. 
1.2 Research background 
Drawing on a body of p revious and current hou sing research, and usin g the AHURI  
report by L ong et a l. ( 2007), An a udit and  review of Austr alian Ind igenous housin g 
research, a s a starting point, the authors have now con ducted a  more in-dept h 
literature review to assist in defin ing the socia l and econo mic capital f rameworks o f 
current Indigenous housing procure ment in Aus tralia. In particular, refer ence is made  
to recent AHURI reports by Fien et  al. (2007; 2008) who in  turn drew u pon previous 
AHURI work by Long et al. (2007), Memmott et al. (2006), Memmott (2004), Memmott 
and Chambers (2003), Moran (2004; 1999), Memmott and  Moran (2001). Fien et  al . 
(2008, p.85-103), through an integrated process of intense liter ature analysis 
grounded i n three re mote field case studies (Mimili, Palm Islan d, Maningri da), 
compiled a Design Framework for Indigenous Housing that consists of six principles of 
sustainability: 
1. Cultural appropriateness. 
2. Environmen tally sustainable. 
3. Healthy living practices. 
4. Employment opportunities and economic development. 
5. Life-cycle costing. 
6. Innovation in procurement, ownership and construction systems. 
These principles are combined with the specification of key decision-making points for 
their applica tion through  consultatio n in the  ho using syste m at settle ment planning,  
housing design, construction and post-occupancy management phases. 
Fien et al. ( 2008) derive an extensive list of best practice  principles, many of whi ch 
have also b een similarly devised elsewhere by Memmott (1989a; 199 1). But it  must 
be noted that the full list is so demanding and far reaching that it is doubtful whether 
most or even a modest number are likely to  be incorpo rated under conventional 
procurement methodologies. For a senior public servant in a govern ment department 
or a professional consultant (proje ct m anager) to successfully implement all the se 
program principles would require no t only a ver y high level of professional expertise, 
but also a shared willi ngness and  capacity to  engage in them by th e many oth er 
players in t he housing  process;  what Ackfun (2008, p.75 ) has referr ed to as th e 
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 collective ‘mindset of attitudes an d values’ of all the participants in  the housing  
procurement process ( policy-makers, managers,  contract ors, stakeh olders, clie nts, 
employers). Thus, it is the idiosyncratic application by these players who are calle d 
upon to execute bureau cratic programs that can vary the s cales of success or failu re 
of any caref ully devised policy or pr ogram (Moran 2006a, p.152-159). Unfortunately, 
in Australia n Indigenou s housing, very seldom is such an  ideal realised due to the  
aforementioned complex reality of political, market, and industry-driven dynamics. 
Dr Bruce Walker, Direct or of the Centre for Appropriate Technology (CAT) in Alic e 
Springs, has called for  an even fu rther expan ded agenda in housing  procurement  
beyond cultural factor s, health objectives, appropriate technolo gy and cost  
optimisation, to encompass investment in the economic development of the livelihood  
options, social capitals and social assets of Indigenous communities as part of a total 
regional ref orm and d evelopment system (Walker 2008, p.38). Under this wider 
umbrella would fit such exemplar initiatives as (a) the recently formed Inaugural 
Australian I ndigenous Minority Su pply Counc il (AIMSC),  which aims to assist  
Indigenous business entrepreneurs (including those in the housing indu stry sector) to 
gain acce ss to the procurement processes of A ustralia’s to p corporate  companies, 
and (b) Myuma Pt y Lt d under the auspices o f the Dugalunji Aboriginal Corporation 
(Camooweal) in establishing its o wn pre-voc ational cour ses in train ing Aborigin al 
people for the construct ion industry and positio ning them with jobs (Memmott  2007;  
2010). In an attempt to move towards such a broad housing  outcome and framework, 
the current  research seeks to  grou nd an unde rstanding of  housing  pr ocurement in  
actual practice and within a long itudinal perspective that cov ers the post-occupancy 
period so th at housing outcomes can be adequately assessed—an area of housing 
research fraught with empirical challenges. 
It could be asked why this is nece ssary or significant if th e Design Framework fo r 
good housing procurement is alread y developed within the literature? The problem is  
the current lack of well-documented evaluations of Aboriginal housing p rocurement in 
a total se nse. There ar e a few ear ly comprehensive case  studies,  su ch as Hepp ell 
and Wigley 1981 (Mt Nancy in Alice Springs) and Memmott 1991 (Wilcannia), but they 
are somewhat outdated with respect  to contemporary professional pract ice standards 
and contractual methodologies, although some key principles are worth re-visiting. An 
extensive literature review has shown t hat t here are comparativel y few recent 
documented examples, and those that are available are often embedded in  
unpublished documents,  such as pr ofessional reports or  theses, e.g., Howorth 2003 
(Central Australia–Apat ula ATSIC Region, NT), Fantin  20 03(a) (North East Arnhe m 
Land, NT), Grant 1999 (Oak Valley, SA), Go-Sam 1997 (Mutitjulu, NT), or are only 
confined to one outcome or one subset of outcomes of the  procurement process. An 
examplar c ategory of the latter type comprises post-occup ancy housing evaluations  
that confine themselves to houses as functional products rather than the procurement 
and decision-making process, for example, Memmott (198 9a; 1989b)—Tangentyere 
Council ho using desig n assessm ent, Archite cts Studio et al. (2000)—NT IHANT  
housing POE; the rece ntly publish ed fieldwork findings in  Fien et al. (2008) case 
studies at Maningrida—NT, Palm Island—Qld and Mimili, AP Lands-Central Austral ia, 
fall mainly within this latter category. 
1.3 Research questions 
This study p roposes to r eview the available liter ature on the  socio-economic capitals 
of housing  outcomes,  describing  them systematically and do cumenting any 
established techniques of measuring such outcomes. In th e next stag e of the pro ject 
(post literat ure analysis), we shall sample a selected nu mber of best practice case 
studies, to examine in more depth a range of the types of benefits outlined above. The 
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 project aims to generate and discuss strategies,  guidelines, principles and measure s 
for good Aboriginal housing procurement practices in remote Australia. 
In order to  successfully undertake the research program d efined above, the au thors 
have formu lated a list of working research question s with which to guid e 
investigations. These q uestions ar e divided into Stage 1, Positioning Paper; and 
Stage 2, case study analyses. The specific questions underscoring the current  
Positioning Paper are: 
Æ What distin ctive procurement strategies and contractual methodologies have  
sought to a ddress and impact on the wider aspects of so cio-economic capital in  
Aboriginal communities? 
Æ What established techniques exist to measure such social and economic capitals? 
Æ What are the procurement models used in Aboriginal housing in recent times? 
Æ What are the complexities and barriers to realising these procurement strategies?  
The questio ns above will be ref ined through t he subsequ ent case study analyse s 
undertaken in Stage 2 which addresses the following: 
Æ Which socia l and economic capitals are demon strable from these case  studies,  
and to wha t extent might they en compass construction, maintenance, training,  
employment, education,  leadership,  gover nance, service delivery, management, 
health, sustainability, mutual respect, positive cultural identi ty and other life skills 
outcomes? 
Æ Can available technique s for measuring socia l and economic capitals b e applied 
more broadly, and in th e case of an absence of techniques what are the future  
needs for additional measurement technologies? 
Æ What examples of good  practice housing procurement in building socio- economic 
capital in communities can be identified through the case study analyses? 
Æ What obsta cles or project disrupt ions can be  identified in specific case study 
analyses t hat prevented such  socio-economic capitals being  r ealised in  
communities? 
Æ In successful case studies, how enduring have these social and economic capitals 
been? 
It should be noted that  the question above rega rding investigating those  established 
techniques that exist to measure social and eco nomic capitals does not imply that we 
shall undertake the use of such techniques nor  develop them, but rather discuss an d 
evaluate the applicatio n and usefulness of those we encounter. In othe r words, it is  
expected that a central issue of the analysis will be the questions of me asurement of 
outcomes and, in addition, the combined measurement of a set of dissimilar outcomes 
(e.g. overcrowding, he alth, emplo yment). Our aim is to see what to ols have be en 
used, whether they work, and whether they could continue to be applied, as well as t o 
identify gaps where there is an absence of measurement tools. 
1.4 Methodological approach 
In compiling this posit ioning pape r, a desktop literature review was undertake n 
between July and No vember 200 9. The revi ew focused on the varying forms of 
economic and social capital frameworks and contractual methodologies evident in the 
literature re lating to pr ocurement systems in remote Aboriginal communities in  
Australia. Literature searches were undertaken of citation databases as well as 
government and community orga nisation we bsites. This literature survey yielded 
numerous documents, including research reports and Federal and state  government 
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 policy documents which were re viewed in terms of their significance to the present  
research project and the key issues addressed. 
While the main resear ch project will use the combined methods of literature analysis 
and survey questionnaires/interviews from four major case studies, the current paper 
weaves the results of  historica l Post-occupancy Evalua tion (POE) studies of 
Aboriginal housing projects into th e discu ssion of social and economic capitals for 
greater emphasis of specific explanations and clarity of argu ment. Consequently, the 
authors have drawn on several notable examples of Indigenous housing POE studies, 
all conduct ed using varying methodological approaches and cross-disciplina ry 
frameworks such as psychology, sociology , medicine, anthr opology and architecture ; 
being Ross (1987), Memmott (198 9a; 1989b),  Memmott (1991), Pholeros, Rainow 
and Torzillo  (1993), Mo rel and Ross (1993), Memmott et al. (2000), Fletcher an d 
Bridgeman (2000), Fantin (2003a), Parnell and Seemann (2005). 
Furthermore, in Section  3, a summary of three  Post-occupancy studies about three 
distinct cultural regions of Aboriginal Australia covering the 1970s, 80s and 90s, 
provides a useful collection of knowledge developed from both practice a nd research. 
These examples largely focus on houses as  functional objects delivered in va ried 
socio-cultural, political and economic contexts. Commencing with the pioneering work  
of archite ct Julian W igley at Mt Nancy, Alice Springs, an d colla ted in Heppell a nd 
Wigley’s Black out  in  Alice (1981) , this 1970s case  study  of the  emerging ‘cultur al 
design paradigm’, as it was applied  at Mt Nanc y, generated significant and enduring  
design methods. Additionally, Memmott’s, l ongitudinal study of housing delivery at  
Wilcannia in Humpy, house and tin shed (1991) provides a comprehensive overview 
of the problematic interchange between the numerous players in housing procurement 
arising from  their in consistent mindsets and  values con cerning housin g outcomes;  
whereas a more recent study by F antin (2003 a) examine d houses a s receptacles  
accommodating Indige nous values and life styles and  critiqued the dominant  
framework of environmental health through understanding cultural imperatives.  
One of the research q uestions to  be addressed in this Positioning Paper is what 
established techniques exist to measure the social, human and economic capitals that 
housing pr ocurement might provide. Our general findin g is that  very few such 
measurement techniques are being used in the Indigenous housing industry. We shall 
make reference here to the Healthhabit survey method of health hardware (Pholeros  
2003, Aust, FaCSIA 2007), various methods for calculating reduction of crowding (e.g. 
Booth & Carroll 2005), the meas urement of  social capital (Hunter 2004) and of 
economic sustainability (Neutze et al. 2000), as well as to the potential of the National 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey, 2008 (ABS 2009). 
In terms of procurement strategies in Aboriginal housing, the authors have drawn from 
a varied literature base to formul ate their argument surrounding the associate d 
benefits and  risks of the  contractual methodologies used  in the delive ry of housin g. 
For example, information has been collected from the Australian Institute of Architects 
Acumen professional advisory database (20 09a; b; c),  the New South Wales  
Department of Commerce  Procurement Practice Guide  (2008), Connell Wagne r’s 
Discussion Paper: procurement methodologies strategic intervention housing program 
(2007a), the Commonwealth Department of Fam ilies, Housing, Commu nity Services  
and Indigen ous Affairs (FaHCSIA), and the f ormer Indigenous Housin g Authority of 
the Northern Territory (IHANT). All of these studies and reports generate findings that 
resonate int o current and future housing design and delivery practices in remot e 
Aboriginal communities. 
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 1.5 The impact of remoteness on procurement 
A recurrent challenge in  the Aboriginal housing  sector since its development in th e 
mid 20th Century, has been the logistics of delivering houses to the  many remote  
parts of the continent  where tra nsportation infrastruct ure is basic and regularl y 
disrupted b y extremes  of climate and lo cation, where tradesmen and product 
suppliers are few and f ar between, and where maintenance regimes have been poo r 
to non-existent over ma ny decades. The quality  of remote housing procurement has 
been repeat edly undermined by low standards of workmanship and  q uality contro l, 
inferior materials and lack of effective contract administration. 
Degrees of remoteness are commonly conceptualised in terms of geographic distance 
by road from the nearest nominated major service centre, hence the wide application 
of ARIA (Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia) d eveloped by the Natio nal 
Centre for Social Applications of Geographic Information Systems (GISCA) at the 
University o f Adelaide. ARIA meas ures the re moteness of settlements in Australia 
based on  p hysical roa d distan ces from location to service Centres.  Five differing 
categories are defined a ccording to accessibility and remoteness: h ighly accessible;  
accessible; moderately accessible; remote  and very remo te. Applicat ion of ARI A 
tends to limit revelations of othe r factors t hat influen ce access be tween service  
centres and  Aboriginal settlements such as seasonal weather condit ions, variable  
road conditions, extent of acce ss t o public or private transport, econ omic status of  
local Coun cils and h ouseholders and their  associate d transport  technologies 
(Memmott e t al. 2006, p.11). Fien et al. (2008, p.4) also ref er to these factors usin g 
the terms ‘communit y size’, ‘d istance’ and ‘relative economic resources’, but withou t 
clarification. 
Other adverse factor s related to h igher degrees of remote ness recently identified by 
Eringa et a l. (2008,  p. 38) in re lation to the  viability and  capacity o f Indigenou s 
Community Housing Organisations (ICHOs) were the lack of o pportunities for 
professional developme nt, for sharing exper iences and expertise, and  the lack o f 
access to r eliable service infrastru cture (water, power, se werage, communication 
systems). I n this study (2008, p.39), it  was f ound necessary to add  another two 
categories to those defined by ARI A to more a ccurately represent the reality of the  
most inaccessible Ind igenous se ttlements. These were ‘very very re mote’ 
(inaccessible by road in the wet season), and ‘very very very remote’ (inaccessible b y 
road all year round). The Eringa et al. survey (2008, p.69) concluded that: 
... location  is of major importance to the orga nisational capacity of I CHOs 
through its impact on a number of factors, in cluding the co st of mainte nance 
and construction and the availability of qualified personnel for key staffing roles 
and government positions. 
In order to clearly define remoteness again st any social capital f ramework of 
Indigenous housing procurement, it must also be contextualised again st what Moran  
(2006a, p.2 3) describe s as the  varying adm inistrative scales of Indig enous service  
delivery, acknowledging  that remoteness is co nceptualised more than according  t o 
geographically defined scales and densities of Indigenous settlements and population; 
they are simultaneously ‘geographic sca les of  administrat ion’. Accord ing to Moran 
(2006a, p.2 3-24), Indig enous affair s are overla id hierarch ically from macro to micr o 
scales, inclusive of national, state,  regional, local/community, land/lin guistic gro up, 
household and family and these scales have  qualitatively variable l evels of both  
potency an d limitation s. Agreed-upon boundaries and  con ceptualisation of a  regio n 
within one jurisdiction can become juxtaposed and eve n diffused with differing  
applications of geographic definit ions by other overlapping jurisdictions and agencies. 
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 Likewise, d efinitions of  local and/o r communit y in many i nstances can be confused 
because of  ‘complex social structures, mobility between settlements and th e 
difficulties o f assigning  spatial bo undaries to  communities and sett lements’. The 
nature of ‘communit y’ itself is also problematic with the phenomenon having a wide-
ranging and diverse make-up (Hunt & Smith 2007, p.15). 
Remoteness is therefore not unlike other multiplicitous terms such as ‘settlement’ and 
‘community’ which atte mpt to broadly describ e Indigenou s groups b y locality, bu t 
which can  be misconstrued b y conceptual overlaps between geography, 
administration and Ab original social grouping s (Moran 2006(a):26). Long et al. 
(2007:39) concur that t he nature of  remoteness, although conceptualised objectively, 
can be subjectively realised throug h politicisation, govern mental administration a nd 
race relationships. 
Moran’s (2006a, p.23) framework of geographic scales of administration as they relate 
to remote Aboriginal settlements is an additional aid in understanding how they impact 
upon service delivery and facility procurem ent. When geographic scale is not clearly 
defined by agencies, n egative consequences identified by Moran (20 06a, p.23-24) 
can result from ‘overla pping administrative re gions … [b eing] adopt ed by different  
organisations and planning processes’. Such confused systems of administering 
service delivery embed ded within government  policy and funding cycles have clearl y 
impacted upon housing procurement in the past. 
For the pur poses of th is study, th e clas sification of Indig enous settlement type s 
according t o remoten ess attempts to address shortcomings in relying u pon 
nominations that overlook the finer-grained nature of descriptions that may fall outside 
common typologies. A n Indigenou s settlement  typology for Australia as defined  by 
Memmott a nd Moran (2001) will also assi st in  narrowing classifications of existing  
settlement types, sub divided into  two main categorie s of discret e Indigeno us 
settlements and disper sed settlem ents in non -Indigenous townships.  The focus o f 
empirical research in t he current study (next  stage) is four discret e Indigenous 
settlements in addition to one case study of dispersed settlement in a township. 
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 2 UNDERSTANDING PROCUREMENT IN REMOTE 
INDIGENOUS SETTINGS 
2.1 Defining procurement 
The Australian Institute of Architects defines ‘co nstruction procurement’ as ‘the act or 
process of bringing into being a bu ilding that w as not there  before and  embraces all 
the activities that might be necessary to that objective’ (AIA 2009a). Typically, most  
forms of building pro curement invo lve the use  of written contracts that set out t he 
scope of  work in de fining ‘what ever proportion of t he design,  d ocumentation, 
construction or maintenance is desired’ (NSW Government 2008, p. 1). The fo llowing 
discussion presents the common procurement strategie s and associated contractual 
methodologies used in the Australian construction industr y. Most forms of building 
procurement rely on leg ally binding contracts w hich establish the scope of works and  
set out the terms of reference to be undertaken during the contracted works.  
2.2 Procurement strategies and contractual methodologies 
Currently in the Australian constru ction indu stry there are n ine contra ctual methods  
used in the provision of mainstream construction projects. These are: 
Æ Documented Design (Traditional Lump Sum), also known as construct only. 
Æ Design Development and Construct (DD&C). 
Æ Design, Novate and Construct (DN&C). 
Æ Design and Construct (D&C). 
Æ Design, Construct and Maintain (DCM). 
Æ Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP). 
Æ Managing Contractor. 
Æ Alliance (Co-operative) Contracting. 
Æ Public Private Partnerships (PPP) (NSW Government 2008:1). 
2.2.1 Documented Design contracts 
In general, the Documented Design  contract is an agreement between two parties,  
commonly referred to as the proprietor (client/owner) and head contractor (builder), for 
works to be  completed for a fixed  monetary amount. This construct only  proce ss 
typically involves the pr oprietor init ially engagin g an indepe ndent desig n consulta nt 
(such as an architect) who is responsible for the overall d esign intent  and scope of  
work. This design work forms the basis for a tendering process whereby a number o f 
contractors are invited (either through public or private n otification) to compete for 
construction services. The perceived advantage to this form of contract is its provision 
for greater proprietor control by the proprietor over design quality prio r to and dur ing 
construction. The perceived disadvantage of this  system is the resultant risk borne by 
the proprietor in relatio n to time and cost overruns which h as the pote ntial to lead  to 
an adversarial contractu al environment (Connell Wagner 2007a, p.2). Consequently,  
this form of contractual mechanism is appropriate for projects where: 
1. Design quality is critical. 
2. The proprietor is skilled enough to manage the design process. 
3. Flexibility is needed during the construction process to  account f or design 
parameter changes. 
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 4. There is confidence in the design consultant to understand all brief requirements. 
5. There is enough time a vailable for detailed design and documentation to occur 
(NSW Government 2008, p.4). 
A literature review of the last ten y ears of hou sing procur ement projects in remote  
Aboriginal communities shows the prevalence of small-scaled ho using proje cts 
administered mainly b y individual Indigenous Communit y Housing Organisations 
(ICHOs) and funded e ntirely by stat e and Fede ral Government departments through  
programs such as the Community Housing and Infrastructure Program (CHIP) and the 
National Aboriginal Health Strategy (NAHS). 
2.2.2 Design Development and Construct (DD&C) contracts 
According t o the Design-Build Institute of America (DBI A), Design and Construct 
(D&C) procurement (which in cludes DD&C, DN&C and DCM) harks back to  pre -
modern forms of contr act whereby a master  builder or architect maint ained absolute 
control over all aspe cts of project design and delivery (DBIA 2009). Under a typical 
D&C process, the head contracting entity enters into an agreement with  the proprietor 
whereby they assume all proj ects risks in  further developing the propriet or’s already 
established conceptual design and project brief . Once the D&C contra ct is in pla ce, 
the contractor oversees the prep aration of detailed de sign and construction 
documentation and the n manages construct ion in order f or the proje ct to ach ieve 
practical completion. Under this form of procurement process, the contractor tenders a 
lump sum price and assumes all responsibilit y for errors and omissions in their design 
documentation, which is ultimately beneficial to the project proprietor. 
Commonly, D&C contracts are  u sed when there are significant f inancial risks 
associated with time delays and potential project scope changes and  the proprietor 
does not have the skill to manage the design, documentation an d consultan t 
coordination process themselves. The D&C process also ha s the added advantage of 
shrinking pr oject timeframes as construction can begin before the finalisat ion of 
design documentation; thus bringing a swifter recovery of ini tial capital investment by 
the propriet or. As compared to th e traditional lump sum method, D&C supporters  
claim that greater opportunities exist for innovative design  in the sea rch for more  
efficient construction techniques which in turn offer potential savings to the proprietor 
(Connell Wagner 2007a, p.3). Ultimately, the major risks borne by the proprietor 
through the  D&C process are the possibility of  higher tend er prices to  cover for t he 
contractor’s increased risk. Further more, other possible risks include r educed design 
quality due  to value manage ment (re-design ing) exercises carried  out by the  
contractor during construction to mitigate their  own economic losses du e to errors or 
omissions during the construction period. 
2.2.3 Other forms of D&C contracti ng, GMP and Managing Contractor 
contracts 
A review of Australian procurement history shows a numbe r of other va riations to the 
common D&C contractual system, including : Design, Novate and Construct (DN&C) 
which is used when a single designer is requir ed for the  entirety of th e project  and 
involves novating the design team from the emp loy of the proprietor to t he contractor 
who then assumes ‘full and unambiguous responsibility for the whole of the design as 
well as the  construction’ (NSW Government 2 008, p.5); a nd Design Construct a nd 
Maintain (DCM) which has an a dditional po st-construction mainten ance period 
included in t he original contract. According to the Procurement Practice Guide (NSW 
Government 2008, p.8), for proprietors, maintenance stipulations work better in D& C 
procurement than traditional lump sum scenarios as the contractor ret ains full legal 
responsibility o ver the  entire process from design thro ugh constru ction to post-
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 construction maintenance. In this model, the benefit t o the proprietor is the  
contractor’s liability pe riod which is typically six years and three  months p ost-
construction and which can be extended through maintenance clauses in the contra ct 
(NSW Government 2008, p.9). 
Also include d within the  D&C procurement framework is th e Guaranteed Maximu m 
Price (GMP) contract w hereby a head contract or guarantees the proje ct proprietor a 
maximum p rice for the constructio n works (NSW Go vernment 2008,  p.10). The 
contractor assumes all responsibility for cost over-runs and timeframe  extensions; 
while the proprietor ma y provide further incentive with earl y completion bonuses. The 
major benefit to the proprietor in using GMP contracts is the mitigation of financial risk 
by having a contracted  maximum p rice while  th e greatest  t hreat is the  reduction  in  
project sco pe and quality to me et contracte d cost and time objectives (Conn ell 
Wagner 2007a, p.4). The authors have yet  to find evidence of D&C forms of 
procurement being u sed in remote  Aboriginal communities over the last ten year s. 
The risk pr ofile of the D&C proce ss may account for this lack of u se as building 
contractors choose to shy away from perceived unforese en risks a ssociated wit h 
building in remote communities. 
The Managing Contract or (MC) process combines elements of both  ‘traditional’ and 
D&C procurement systems whereby the contractor takes on  the role of a traditional 
project manager to deliver the con tracted works to an agreed Target Constructio n 
Sum and Target Date for completion (NSW Government 2008, p.11). The MC contract 
is awarded  on the b asis of  ne gotiating a  number of non-price  criteria  a nd 
management fees that cover the  contractor’s costs in  consultant  coordination, 
authorities’ approvals processes an d liaison with user and client group s. Once the  
project scope and de liverables a re establish ed, the contractor the n tenders a  
Guaranteed Construction Sum (GCS) and Date for Practical Completion (PC), after 
which they are then liable for any co st overruns as well as typically being  entitled to a 
50 per cent share with the proprietor in any cost  savings upon completion. Due to t he 
extra time a nd resources spread across t he design and build process, administration 
costs may be more for an MC when compared to a traditional constr uct only Lump  
Sum process (Connell Wagner 2007a, p.5). 
Typically, t he benefits of MC procurement is better  communication betw een 
proprietor, contractor and key st akeholders during the design and  constru ction 
process which has the  added advantage of minimising time delays resulting in b etter 
cost controls than most  other forms of con struction procurement. Consequently, th e 
major risks with this contractual system relate to maintaining cooperative relationships 
between the key parties to the contract as well as the complexities for the proprietor 
involved in administering the contract. Further risks involve achieving a n appropriate 
GCS, given  that in itial t arget sums may be either too low, and thus d ifficult for the 
contractor t o achieve, or too high , resulting  in minimal value for money for the  
proprietor (NSW Government 2008, p.12). Due  to a la ck of documentary evidence in  
the literatur e, the aut hors have yet to ascertain whet her managing contract or 
processes have been used in housing procurement in remote communities. 
2.2.4 Alliance Contracting 
Alliance Contracting or  Project Partnering is a r elatively new form of procurement in  
the Australian construction industry and involves two or mo re entities entering into an 
agreement to ‘work cooperatively, reaching decisions jointly by consensus and using 
intensive re lationship f acilitation’ ( NSW Gove rnment 2008, p.13). I n managing 
relationships, alliance contracting calls for a  commitment from all parties to common  
objectives, cooperative action and  colle ctive d ecision-making in shar ing information 
and knowledge in a non-adversarial workplace environment (Connell W agner 2007a, 
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 p.7). Yeung et al. (2007, p.219) define the alliancing model as having its origins in the 
German philosopher Wittgenstein’s idea of family-resemblan ce, where a complicated  
concept ca n be under stood as a  network of overlapping similaritie s. The model is  
broadly subdivided into  contractua l and relatio nship-based components, nominatin g 
the former as hard and the latter as soft. Alliancing is seen as a model to flexibly 
structure and define vague elements within the contractual ar rangement. Although the 
definition of the model has had little industry consensus, it is conceptualised as having 
necessary elements of formal c ontracts co mprising real gain-sha re/pain-share 
elements a nd so-ca lled vague relat ionship-based elements ident ified as trust,  lon g-
term commitment, cooperation and communication. 
Alliance contracting is useful for long-term projects with co mplex social and technical  
parameters where the p roject scope is uncertain or unknown at the out set and where 
all stakeholders agree t o share the  risks collectively. Under the terms of an Allian ce 
agreement, all parties generally commit to sharing project risks and po tential benefits 
equally. If t he project p roceeds eff ectively with benefits such as cost savings, the n 
these are shared equitably by the partners on a win/win basis.  However, the converse 
also occurs with any project losses also  being shared. In this way,  the Alliance 
agreement is structured  so that  it is in the  best interests of all Alliance participants to 
cooperate for the best project outcomes (Durkin 2005).  
Alliancing contracting is used to combi ne ‘a rel ationship management system and a 
delivery sys tem’ where ‘partnering [ is] underpin ned with economic rationalism’ and  
‘agreed profit and loss outcomes are contractually binding on all parties’ ( Yeung et al. 
2007, p.223). It is also advantageous when the project in q uestion has exceptionally 
challenging circumstances with high  time constr aints and a  fixed and limited budget.  
The advantages of a lliance contracting are the potential f or reducing costs and risk 
through good relation ship management; the facilita tion of speci al projects with 
extraordinary circumstances; and t he involvement of all p arties to the  contract from 
the point  of  incept ion t hrough to completion ( NSW Government 2008, p.15). Risks  
associated with alliance contractin g relate to inexperienced participa nts, dispara te 
project goals needing t o be mana ged, project  consultant s receiving  higher profit 
margins due to the interwoven participation of stakeholder (relationship) management, 
and reduce d litigat ion rights as Public I ndemnity insuran ce cover is limited by 
participant involvement. 
The ‘Alliance’ contract model was earmarked in an earlier  AHURI Po sitioning Paper  
as a potent ial opportunity to introdu ce innov ative constructions systems in order to 
garner regional models of housing procurement and achieve cost efficiencies (Fien et 
al. 2007, p.34-35). Currently, the A ustralian and Northern Territory Governments are  
administering an allian ce/partnering system  for the larg e-scale pro curement of 
housing in remote Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory. The SIHIP project  
as it is called (Strategic Indigenous Housing and Infrastructure Program) is discussed  
in a latter section of this paper. Interestingly, the Australian Institute of Architects (AIA) 
neither endorses nor rejects this contractual methodology, but does maintain its 
endorsement of lump sum contracts as the  ‘best way to deliver ‘one-off’ constru ction 
projects a nd caution s architects to  consi der carefully bef ore entering  into alliancin g 
contracts’ ( AIA 2009b). As a point of comparison, the fig ure below models the risk 
transfer associated with tradition al forms o f contract  and project  partnering 
(alliancing). 
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 Figure 1: Comparison between traditional and alliance forms of contract 
 
Extracted from the Department of Treasury and Finance 2006:10 
A recent e xample of an Indigen ous group  engaging  in a successful allia nce 
contracting relationship has been that of Myu ma Pty Ltd  of Camooweal with the  
Queensland Department of Main Ro ads and a series of con struction firms. However, 
this was not  a housing program, but a highway and bridge construction project, done 
in three successive con tracts durin g which Myuma progre ssed its ca pacity from a 
minimal base to becom e a full alliance partne r by the third contract,  managing to  
gross $13.4 million over six years (2001–06) but , more importantly, transforming itself 
into an independent ongoing commercially viable company (Memmott 2010). 
2.2.5 Public Private Partnerships and owner/designer/builder facilitation 
The final t wo procurement syste ms are Pu blic Private Partnerships (PPP) which 
involve private sect or companies financing th e design,  co nstruction, operation a nd 
maintenance of public assets for a given period of time (Connell Wag ner 2007a, p.8) 
and the O wner/Designer/Builder ( ODB) facilit ation proce ss whereby a proje ct 
manager (possibly an a rchitect or e ngineer) assists a given community or household 
in constru cting require d infrastructure and h ousing. Ag ain, due t o a lack of 
documentary evidence in the literat ure, the authors are yet to ascertain  whether PPP 
processes have e ven been used in housing procurement in re mote Abori ginal 
communities. Anecdotal comment and advice from a cross-section of housing industry 
personnel indicates that PPP probably has not been used.1  
However, one of the best known examples of an ODB syst em is the work of archit ect 
Paul Haar a t Mount Catt, Arnhem Land, and St  Paul’s Villa ge on Moa Island in the 
Torres Strait. In describi ng his design facilitation methodology, Haar states that ‘[o]ne  
cannot underestimate the value of allowing remote communities to a ppropriate their 
                                                
1  PPP is, ho wever, bein g used in correction al fac ilities that are a  s pecialised form of residenti al 
environment overly used by Indigenous people (Giustina 2006). 
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 own dwelling experience, to design,  construct and take pride in their own homes, and  
to again e mbrace housing as a  sym bol of the se lf’ ( Haar 2003, p.96). Oth er 
community development organisations such as Emergency Architects Australia2 are  
known to use this method of ODB fa cilitation in their housing aid projects in Asia and  
the Pacific. Due to its grass-roots ap proach, the ODB process appears unsuitable for 
large scale  housing projects co ntrolled by a central administration such as 
government.  
                                                
2 www.emergencyarchitects.org.au  
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 Procurement in Indigenous housing: A recent history 
Currently, there are two main government programs that deliver Indigenous-specif ic 
forms of housing—State Owned a nd Managed Indigenou s Housing ( SOMIH), an d 
Indigenous Community Housing (ICH). SOMIH is provided in all Australian states an d 
the dwelling s are owne d and managed by the particular  state hou sing authoriti es 
funded through the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement. Indigenous community 
housing is managed by Indigenous community  housing o rganisations (ICHOs) wi th 
funding pro vided by the state and  Federal go vernments. The followin g descript ion 
aims to understand th e various strategies used in the procurement of Aboriginal  
housing over the last te n years in order to discuss the eff icacy of past processes and 
the future of housing p rocurement in remote Aboriginal co mmunities. In doing so , 
discussion centres on the following four housing  programs administered by state and 
Federal Government statutory authorities: 
Æ The Central Remote Model (CRM) former ly the Papunya Model administered by 
the Indigenous Housing Authority of the Northern Territory (IHANT).  
Æ The National Aborigin al Health Strategy (NAHS) funde d by the Community 
Housing and Infrastructure Program (CHIP)  which was or iginally administered by 
the Aboriginal and To rres Strait Islander Co mmission (ATSIC) before being 
subsumed under the administration of the Commonwealth Department of Famil y 
and Community Services (FaCS). 
Æ Fixing Houses for Better Health (FHBH) administered by Healthhabitat Pty Ltd and 
currently fu nded by t he Commo nwealth Department of Familes,  Housing, 
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA). 
Æ The Strategic Indigenou s Housing a nd Infrastructure Program (SIHIP) initiated in 
the Northern Territory as one part  of the National Partnership Agree ment (NPA)  
on Remote Indigenous Housing administered by FaHCSIA at a Federal level.3  
                                                
3 It is proposed that SIHIP will run to 2013, whereas NPA runs until 2018. 
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 Table 2: Procurement strategies in selected housing programs in remote communities 
2000–2009 
  


























House design types Individualised Standardised Individualised Standardised   
New build Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Renovation N/A N/A Yes Yes Yes 
Outstation houses Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Repairs and 
maintenance INA INA Yes Yes Yes 












CDEP Yes Yes Yes 
Environmentally 
appropriate design INA Yes INA INA Yes 
Culturally 
appropriate design Yes Yes Yes INA Yes 
INA—Information Not Available at the time of writing. 
N/A—Not Applicable. 
2.2.6 The Central Remote Model 
The Central Remote ho using model was developed by the Central Remote Regional  
Council in association with ATSIC and IHANT in response  to the in creasing costs of 
the community-by-community approach of the former Papun ya model and the lack of 
training and  employme nt opportunities for Indigenous youth in remote communities 
(Jardine-Orr et al. 2004, p.24). As compared to the previous Papunya  model whe re 
consultation, design an d construct ion contract s were let on an individualised lump 
sum contract-by-contract basis, th e CRM wa s a pilot pr ogram that centralised the 
planning and design of housing with communities se lecting from six st andard house 
designs. Th e aim for centralising  project management in housing  d elivery was to  
determine if the letting of major contracts acro ss several communities rather than a  
series of  smaller contr acts (as per  the Papun ya model) could lead to  cost savings, 
greater construction efficiencies and provide an overall framework for th e training and 
eventual long-term employment of  Aborig inal people in r emote communities (SGS 
2003, p.i). 
In reviewing the CRM in 2003, the Central Remote Housing Delivery Model (CRHDM) 
report distinguished between construction-only houses and those provided under t he 
Federal Government’s CDEP training and employment program. According to th e 
CRHDM re port, when compared to the prev ious Papunya model, the centralised  
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 construction-only strat egy result ed in gre ater cost  efficiencie s and m ore 
environmentally and culturally appropriate housing. On th e other han d, the CDEP 
housing resulted in a cost neutral assessment when compared to the previous  
Papunya model, while actual housing costs were higher with the CDEP program du e 
to factoring in the extra costs a ssociated with training and t he prospect of long-ter m 
employment. The ensuing decrease in relia nce on CDEP payments meant that the 
training and employment program also resu lted in greater long-term cost efficiencie s 
and maintenance regimes when compared to the former Papunya model. The re port 
notes that this result is predicated  on the continuation o f real empl oyment in t he 
communities in which CDEP housing was constructed (SGS 2003, p.iv). 
The key recommenda tions arising from the CRHDM r eport related to setting 
benchmarks at the regional level for assessin g communit y capacity in readiness for 
housing pro vision, training and con struction a s well as cle arer criteria  for housin g 
allocation a nd numbers delivered. The report also discu sses the  importance of  a 
community’s readiness for this housing provision, statin g that the more socially  
‘functional’ a community is, the higher its capacity to su pport trainin g, communit y 
building t eams and the  potential d evelopment of a sustainable Indig enous housing  
sector (SGS 2003, p. xi). The re port also  made a stro ng case  for  a centra lised 
administrative model with standa rdised housing types which could possib ly be 
individualised to suit particular community needs at the micro level. It did not question 
whether a l ack of pre-construction consultation through the standardisa tion of house  
types had resulted in less long-term socially and culturally appropriate housing. 
2.2.7 National Aboriginal Health Strategy (NAHS) through CHIP 
The National Aborigina l Health Strategy was developed in 1989 by the National 
Aboriginal Health Strategy Working Group t o oversee the delivery of Aboriginal 
housing in  Australia. Originally funded as part of the  Community Housing and  
Infrastructure Program (CHIP) ad ministered by ATSIC, the NAHS program was 
dismantled in Septemb er 2006 when CHIP became part of the Common wealth 
Department of Familie s, Community Services  and Indigen ous Affairs ( FaHCSIA). As 
with the CRM discussed above, the majority of NAHS and CHIP administered 
programs procured h ousing using the lu mp-sum (c onstruct-only) methodo logy 
controlled on a community-by-community basis by Indige nous Community Housing  
Organisations (ICHOs).  In aiming to improve t he living en vironment o f Indigenou s 
Australians, the NAHS programs focu sed on community consult ation betwe en 
architects a nd resident s and resulted in not only new-build houses but also  
renovations of existing housing stock and the development of infrastructure projects in 
some communities. 
In recomme nding the a bolition of  t he CHIP (and NAHS) program, the Indigenous 
Housing: Findings of the Review of the Co mmunity Housing and  Infrastruct ure 
Program prepared in February 2007 by private account ing firm Pricewaterhouse 
Coopers for FaHCSI A, stated that ‘CHIP in its current form contributes to the policy 
confusion, complex a dministration and poor outcomes and accountability  of 
government funded housing, infrastructure and municipal services’ (FaHCSIA 2007b, 
p.14). The report states that overcrowding and poor infrast ructure are major issue s 
which the CHIP program failed to improve.  Furthermore, CHIP was  criticised for 
creating a large number of small, fr agmented Indigeno us Community Housi ng 
Organisations (ICHOs) that wer e unable to deliver housing,  infrastru cture, 
maintenance and ten ancy management regimes as w ell as offer  training  a nd 
employment opportunities for Indigenous co mmunity members (Fa HCSIA 200 7b, 
p.18). 
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 Consequently, the 2007 CHIP review recomme nded replacing the  existing progra m 
with a ‘ne w strategic approach’ to the pr ocurement of housing  and relat ed 
infrastructure in remote Aboriginal communities. FaHCSIA through Pricewaterhouse 
Coopers called for provisioning a ll f uture Aboriginal housin g and infra structure with  
access to sustainable e ssential services (water, power and  sewerage), transport and  
basic supp ort services such as law, education, training,  employme nt and health 
management. Among t he 35 strat egic recommendations of the CHIP review, t he 
following were directly relevant to the current discussion on procurement processes in 
remote Aboriginal communities, including the need to: 
Æ Increase the quantity and standard of available housing through a three-year ‘blitz’ 
program of repairs and maintenance. 
Æ Shift away from building housing on outstations. 
Æ Focus on building new housing close to access to education, health, law and order 
and other basic services. 
Æ Provide essential infr astructure services via mainstre am service delivery 
arrangement. 
Æ Establish a regional procurement system to coordinate the planning and delivery 
of housing and infrastr ucture, which would benefit from an economy of scale and  
see the completion of construction work in a single, integrated program. 
Æ Investigate options for prefabricate d housing and encourage both private and  
public sector construction companies to compete for Aboriginal housing contracts. 
Æ Reduce overcrowding through a r epairs and  maintenance regime of existing 
housing stock. 
Æ Foster home ownership and effective rental tenancy regimes. 
Æ Create an accredited training regime to foster ongoing employment in construction 
and maintenance. 
Æ Standardise house designs, buildin g materials and construction arrangements 
(contractual methods). (FaHCSIA 2007b, p.23-26.) 
Of further interest in t his review was the lack of mention in the importance of  
consulting Aboriginal stakeholders through  the design, documentation a nd 
administration processes involved in procuring  housing and infrastruct ure in remo te 
communities. History has shown t hat the recommendatio ns arising  f rom the CHI P 
review formed the basis for th e ongoing  Strategic Indigenous Housing and 
Infrastructure Program (SIHIP) currently being administ ered by FaHCSIA in the  
Northern Territory. 
2.2.8 Strategic Indigenous Housing and Infrastructure Program (SIHIP) 
One of the selected case studies in stage 2 of  this project is the Strategic Indigenous 
Housing and Infrastructure Program (SIHIP) i nitiated under the Natio nal Partnership  
Agreement (NPA) on Remote Indigenous Housing (FaHCSIA & NT Government 2009, 
p.5). The A ustralian and Northern Territory Governments’ alliance/partnering system 
for the large-scale pr ocurement of the SIHIP program in remote Aboriginal 
communities comprised seven key areas—reduce overcrowding, quality constru ction, 
training and employment programs, timely completion, cost efficiencies, best practice 
management outcomes, and positive relationships with all stakeholders (FaHCSIA & 
NT Government 2009, p.11). 
Between September 2 007 and December 2008, SIHIP funding was originally 
allocated a total of $672 million targeting 73 Northern Territory discret e settlements 
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 (with 16 of t hese communities listed as high needs and an additional 57 communities 
to receive refurbishment work) and three town  camps. The program budget was t o 
target 750 new houses at a u nit cost of  $450 000, with 230 rebuilds, 2500 
refurbishments and a re duced program management cost o f 8 per cent  (FaHCSIA & 
NT Govern ment 2009, p.7, 13).  I n May 2008 a nat ional request  fo r constru ction 
consortia to  operate within an Alliance framework with t hree succe ssful awards  
announced in October 2008 to: 
1. Earth Connect Alliance. 
2. Territory Alliance Partners. 
3. New Future Alliance. 
At the time  of writing, this new approach to procurement was under considerable 
political, media and p ublic pressure. A subsequent review of the program was 
conducted by FaHCSI A and the  Northern Territory Government  in response  t o 
opposition and public concerns examining: 
1. Speed of delivery. 
2. Governance structures of the program. 
3. Overall program cost includ ing individual housing unit cost s along wit h 
administrative costs (FaHCSIA & NT Government 2009, p.5). 
Part of the SIHIP brie fing process was to investigate innovative wa ys to procure 
Indigenous housing. In looking into this, the alliance contractual methodology presents 
as one of t he more flexible forms of contract t hat would e nable innovation to occur 
without negatively affecting project outcomes. However, one question for further case 
study analysis relates t o the governance and management framework  for the SI HIP 
program. As discu ssed previously, a lliancing is gener ally underpinned by an 
agreement between a proprietor a nd contract or who agree to work cooperatively,  
whereas, it appears that in the current SIHI P program in the Northern Territory,  
Aboriginal p eople have been give n negligible  contractua l presence  as part o f t he 
alliance in neither the managemen t nor delive ry syste ms. Given  the experience of  
Myuma Pt y Ltd in Western Queensland, and  given the program go al of providing  
Aboriginal training and employment, it would seem logical to: 
1. Seek out suitable Abo riginal bu ilding groups who are alr eady an established  
business ( such as the Wadeye tilt-up reinforce d concrete wall panel production 
enterprise) or who could potentially form a business. 
2. Provide them with initial sub-contracts and technical assistance; and then. 
3. Provide potential pathways through successive SIHIP hous ing packages (each in  
the vicinity of $50m), with an ultimate goal of their becoming a full alliance partner.  
2.2.9 Fixing houses for better health 
In comparison to the large scaled housing models described above, Fixing Houses for 
Better Health (FHBH) is a small-sca le FaHCSIA-fun ded housin g repair an d 
maintenance program focused on improving the basic ‘functionality’, health and safety 
measures of existing Aboriginal ho uses in rur al and remote commu nities acro ss 
Australia. T he FHBH p rogram is administered by Healthabitat Pty Ltd, initia lly a  
privately-funded venture beginning in 1985, which evolved into a government-funded  
(through ATSIC) national program in 1999. Th e FHBH relies on a  ‘su rvey and fix’ 
methodology which involves an initial asse ssment of the functionalit y of hardware  
(taps, shower roses, ovens etc)  within a hou se, followed b y an immediate reparation  
of those elements found to be non -functioning (AIHW 200 9). All houses within the 
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 FHBH agenda are evaluated again st 36 categories termed Healthy Living Practices  
(HLPs), of which 11 ar e deemed as crit ical and include: assessing the functionality of 
water, power, waste, electrical, and gas services, that adequate fire saf ety measures 
are in place, that the house is structurally sound and h as a funct ioning show er, 
laundry and toilet in conjunction with adequate waste remova l and it has the ability to 
store, prepare and cook food. The physical results of th e FHBH ‘survey and f ix’ 
program un derpin the publication of the National Indige nous Housing Guide , a  
resource fo r the desig n, construct ion and maintenance o f housing f or Aboriginal  
people (AIHW 2009).  The guide does not discuss procurement processes a nd 
focuses on safety, health and hou sing, healthy communities, and  managing house s 
for safety and health. 
Of further interest to the  current stu dy is that the FHBH survey and fix  methodology 
has been used as the basis for the rebuilding and refurbishing of houses in the current 
Northern Territory SIHIP program. Stage 2 of this investi gation will r eport on th e 
outcomes of this program as part of the SIHIP case study. 
2.3 Summary 
An initial re view of the literature pe rtaining to t he procure ment programs discussed  
above illust rates that  many of these progra ms have attempted to incorporat e a  
number of  Indigenous social a nd economic capitals into their methodolo gical 
framework. Stage 2 of this research pr ogram will dr aw out an d clarify th ese 
relationships in greater  detail. Ho wever, for f uture clarity, the following discu ssion 
presents what is currently understood in regards to these capital frameworks and their 
relationship to housing procurement in remote Aboriginal communities. 
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 3 UNDERSTANDING THE CAPITALS OF 
INDIGENOUS HOUSING PROCUREMENT 
Mainstream housing procurement contracts and methods that are driven by economic 
imperatives of minimisin g financial r isk, maximising financial gains, a ll with expected 
delivery in set timeframes, do not readily lend themselves to integration with the 
largely unskilled, highly mobile labour markets of remote Indigenou s settlemen ts. 
Evidence suggests that a somewhat differ ent system needs to be imple mented, one 
that borrows from local Aboriginal social capitals, and one that is fostered from outside 
mainstream housing pro curement systems at  communal or regional leve ls (Memmott 
& Melzer 20 05). Aspects of Aborig inal social, human and e conomic capitals seem to 
have been in conflict,  mismatched or not  recognizable  o r acknowled ged under t he 
rigid parameters of co nventional mainstream housing p rocurement delivery. This 
chapter ther efore aims t o examine the different  capitals in  Indigenous communities 
that might be linked t o housing procurement, through a review of the available 
literature. T he first  part  of the  cha pter discusses the  concept of ‘sustainability’ a nd 
models of ‘sustainability frameworks for improved livelihoods’, as such models  
promise a capacity to integrate the various capitals together. This start  to the chapter 
is followed by a discu ssion on each of the  main capita ls that have bee n identified as 
potentially achievable through housing procurement, namely: 
Æ Social capitals. 
Æ Cultural and ethical capitals. 
Æ Health capitals. 
Æ Employment and training capitals.  
Æ Governance capitals. 
3.1 Defining sustainability frameworks for improved 
livelihoods 
The term ‘sustainability’ is defined broadly in this paper as that which sustains human 
livelihood, and not narrowly as it may be conceived in certain other disciplines—such 
as environmental resource management or sustainable  urban development. Th e 
concept of sustainability as used in mainstream Australian society tends to emphasise 
broad econ omic objectives of ‘meeting the nee ds of curre nt and futur e generatio ns 
through an integration of environmental protection, social advancement and economic 
prosperity’ (Newman 2006, p.6). The idea of a ‘sustainability framework’ is thus a type 
of model that attempts to conceptually integrate the economic use of resources within  
a range of human activities, incorporating complementary concepts of  ecology an d 
social value s. Various ‘sustainabilit y fr ameworks’ are incr easingly being applied by 
theorists to domains of human activities in varying ways that are becoming relevant to  
Indigenous groups and  communities. In part icular, we shall examine susta inable 
design con cepts, and sustainable livelihood frameworks, as they relat e to housin g 
procurement. 
Achieving consensus views on what constitu tes ‘sustainability’ remains contested and 
politically fluid. While acknowledging that the sustainability movement is still emerging 
and transforming, there is a need to recognise the disadvantaged state of Indigenous 
people whe n concept ualising how they might fit into  su ch a movemen t that clearly 
includes economic values in  mainstream definitions (Marinova & Raven  2006, p.3 1–
34). Given the under-investment in physical assets and limited economic development 
in Indigenous communities where housing procurement is largely dependent upon the 
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 benevolence of government, there is a need f or cautious application of the idea of 
sustainability, where it is largely economically resource fo cused. However, this ha s 
not prevent ed attempts by housing researche rs to sensit ively apply sustainability 
measures to housing development and procurement in Indigenous settlements. 
In terms of mainstream sustainable design frameworks, a useful benchmark is Bycroft 
and McGre gor’s (2002 , p.3) model of ‘su stainable design’ which is built on  t he 
quadruple bottom line of four prominent features: 
1. Ethical and cultural values. 
2. Social and community values. 
3. Environmen tal values. 
4. Economic values. 
A most recent exampl e in the Ind igenous ho using sector  is the Design Framework  
(DF) methodology of Fien et al. (2007, p.85-94), based on the principle s of durabilit y 
and positive environmental impact, and which adopt s six key elements of  
sustainability: 
1. Cultural appropriateness. 
2. Healthy living practices. 
3. Environmental sustainability. 
4. Employment opportunities and economic development. 
5. Innovative procurement, ownership and construction systems 
6. life-cycle costing. 
The DF model centres on the house and its designer who is charged with professional 
and ethical responsibilities to deliver innovative solutions, some of which are based on 
economically sustainable requirements. The viability of the DF model of sustainabil ity 
is limited by the fact t hat it focuses on the designer who is engaged within the 
framework of mainstre am service delivery sy stems by ext ernal inst itutional agencies 
to lead the process of housing innovation. A review of the  housing de livery projects  
described in  the previous chapter shows that the service delivery mo del of the le ad 
design consultant is spo radically practiced at best and non- existent in t he majority of 
contemporary procurement models;  as history testifies, the  devolution of powers o f 
‘the designer’ have bee n contractually curtailed over successive decades (Heppell & 
Wigley 1981; Me mmott 1989a; b; 1 991; 1997; 2001; Go-Sam 1997; Memmott & Go-
Sam 2003; Szava et al. 2007; Long et al. 2007). 
In addition  to the D F method described a bove, the authors co ntend that the 
‘Sustainable Livelihood  (SL) Fra mework’ as con ceptualised in international 
development settings of fers a positive foundation for the procurement of housing in 
remote Ab original co mmunities. The SL Framework  considers ‘the rang e of 
settlement-based asset s that settlements can draw on ’, irrespective of how 
disadvantaged their residents may be, in order t o achieve livelihood outcomes (Moran 
et al. 2007, p.ix). Moran et al. (2007, p.xi–xii) ap plied the SL Framework to Engawala, 
a small Central Australian Aboriginal settlement on an Aboriginal-o wned pastoral 
property of marginal profitability. They assessed a set of five asset capit als 
encompassing human, f inancial, physical, natural and socia l capitals ar guing that for 
such assets to be usef ul as a means for livelihood action, they must b e ‘accessible 
and transformable’. In linking sustainability and social capitals, Moran et al. found that 
for Engawala, social ca pital was the most significant of th ese five in terms of it s 
transferability in an economic sense, ‘[b]y investing time and resources into family and 
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 kin, people effectively make deposits into so cial capital from which they can later 
draw’ (Moran et al.  200 7, p.xii). Fo r example, mobility to visit kin  wit hin a cultural 
region was found to build and sustain such social capital. 
However, Moran et al. (2007, p.xiv) impo se two hypothetical caveats on thi s 
proposition for consideration. One is that high Aboriginal mobility ma y be an adaptive 
response to uncertainty in the po licy (and hence in the e conomic) environment. The 
second is th at the invest ment reliance on social capital by A boriginal people may be  
inadvertently undermining the potential long-term sustainability of remote settlements. 
If economic reliance is to extend beyond so cial capita l ( and associated region al 
mobility), there is a  ne ed to enha nce su stainability by st rengthening other cap itals, 
e.g. through education, training and innovating private enterprise (Moran et al. 200 7, 
p.xiv). However, Moran et al. emphasise that such solutions or processes are needed 
to occur in the inter-ethnic domain and within t he sphere o f local governance and of 
bridging ne tworks (including governments) , i. e. simultan eously dra wing on th e 
external institutional environment and the private Aboriginal domain. The framework is 
best summarised by Moran et al.  (2007, p.xiii) as a ‘parti cipatory model of practice,  to 
draw both outsiders and locals onto an intercultu ral field on which knowledge sharing 
and innovation is possible’. 
Here Altman’s (2001) contribution in ‘Sus tainable development options on Aboriginal  
land’ is usef ul on what he identifies as developing ‘hybrid economies’ in Indigenou s 
communities, i.e. local economies that incorporate customary, market a nd 
government or state components. While remaining preoccupied with economic 
sustainability, Altman maintains a holistic and realistic assessment of sustainability as 
it applies to Indigenous settlements. He argues for an approach to a hybrid economy: 
... that co mbines scientific asse ssment of biologica l sustainability, social-
scientific assessment of commercial and social viability, and Indigenous expert 
assessment of cultural practice. Just as wit h the various combina tions 
between market, state and customary sectors of the economy, so a variety of 
approaches combining science, social science s and Indig enous expertise is 
needed to provide holistic and  re alistic asse ssments of  sustainab ility an d 
viability (Altman 2001, p.8). 
Furthermore, Altman no tes four  fun damental development  dilemmas impeding the 
growth of hybrid economies in Indigenous communities: 
1. The difficulty of achieving Indigeno us engagement and participation  in the globa l 
economy from a geographically and culturally remote setting. 
2. The current  lack o f go vernment recognition of the cont ribution of customary 
economies to nation-building, for example, with  respect to local roads,  airstrips 
and remote communication infrastructure. 
3. The need t o strengthe n and stabilise local A boriginal go vernance against the  
dynamic tensions between customary law and commercial law. 
4. How to structure community and economic governance tha t recognises the inter-
cultural nat ure of communit y transaction s and that balances th e roles of  
Indigenous leaders and those non-Indigenous staff  who ofte n exercise 
considerable power in local organisations (Altman 2001, p.6–7). 
In addressing these d ilemmas, the hybrid ap proach thus incorporate s Indigenou s 
values in customary economies while recognising the need to assist in the sustainable 
development of robust  local governance fram eworks. Altman (2001, p .1) notes th e 
general failure of govern ment to recognise or  acknowledge the hybrid  economies of 
remote Abo riginal Austr alia; he posits that this is largely due to the dominance of 
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 mainstream market me ntalities. Of further importance, we note Altman’s use of t he 
term ‘inter-cultural’, and  Moran’s (2007, p.3–4) caution th at conceptu alisations o f 
separate Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal domains  or sphere s of activity are no long er 
regarded a s useful by theorists. There is a  need to r ecognize that Aborigin al 
governance takes place in an inter-ethnic field of practice that is situated ‘between the 
local political arena and the external institutional milieu’ (Moran 2007, p.5).  
As an adjunct, yet important element to the current discussion, Seemann et al. (2008), 
building on their earlier research on  housing lif e-cycle analysis (Parnell & See mann 
2005; Seemann 2003), have develo ped a whole-of-systems sustainability framework 
for Aboriginal housing, recognising that ‘too often the house  is seen as the technical, 
or at best a health so lution to sh elter needs,  rather than as a cen tral factor in  
supporting livelihood ... ’. The autho rs generate a ‘Housing for Livelihood’ approach, 
based on the premise t hat ‘while participation in the mains tream economy is a vitally 
important aspect of achi eving sustainable livelihoods, the term [‘livelihood’] is used to 
describe de sired, produ ctive, cultur ally bas ed, on-country living practices as well ’. 
Emphasis is on the close link betwe en good livelihood outcomes and good housin g 
management practices (Seemann et al. 2008, p.98). 
Consequently, Seemann et al. (200 8, p.99) arg ue for caref ul selection of ‘innovative, 
housing te chnology systems’ for ho using pro curement that can rad ically reduce th e 
extent to which co nventional certifications of o n-site skilled labour are  required, th us 
facilitating l ocal housin g and livelihood investment opportunities usin g local labo ur. 
They argue  that the inclusion of local Aboriginal employment in the NAHS housing 
program discussed earlier was a failure (Pricewaterhouse Coopers 2007) 4 partly ‘due 
to the skill type required by the housing systems selected’. Unfortunately, Seemann et 
al. do not provide exa mples of appropriate h ousing tech nologies th ey consider ed 
important; they do however go on to invoke the sustainability paradigm by subscribing 
to the ‘Triple Bottom Line plus One’ approach of environmental, economic and social 
capitals, plu s good governance pe rformance, to achieve better matches betwee n 
resources, capacities a nd outcomes (2007, p.99). While being suspicious of th e 
pragmatics of calling f or demand-driven serv ice delivery in remote  settlements,  
Seemann e t al. (2008,  p.6) nevertheless e mphasise the need to identify and 
acknowledge the local value systems around hous ing tha t are likely t o be cult urally 
different in certain ways from th e externally imposed h ousing value systems of 
government policy-makers. 
If Indigenou s people  ar e to derive improved livelihood out comes from housing an d 
infrastructure programs, it needs to be recognised that rushed program agendas strip 
long-term benefits, and  may contribute to the burden of l ivelihood vulnerabilities due 
to increased running costs and reduced socia l benefits (Seemann et al. 2008:5). The  
livelihoods f ramework t hus argues for an intercultural an d hybridised approach  to 
sustainability based on procurement realities faced by remote settlements; with a  
cautionary approach to adopting pr ocurement frameworks that draw on technologie s 
and contractual systems that prohib it or restrict Aboriginal labour engagement, or that 
entrust inno vation solely into the hands of consultants who lack the necessa ry 
contractual powers to implement innovations under current procurement practices.  
3.2 Defining and achieving social capitals 
While there are many variations to the theoretical def inition of social capital , there is 
some consensus that it consist s of networks of social relat ionships formed for mutual 
                                                
4 We also note that Moran et al’s (2007, p.xii) Engawala study also found that participation in on-the-job 
training and employment on a short-term contract, one-off construction project, had limited success when 
viewed through the long-term, outcomes lens of improved livelihood strategies. 
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 benefit and based on norms of trust, reciprocity and unity. One type of definition states 
that both collective and individual actions generated from within so cial networks can 
potentially contribute to productive economic gain, such that they are  not conceived 
separately from the objectives of economic capital (Onyx 2005, p.3; Hunter 2004, p.3). 
To this extent, the term ‘socio-economic capital’ can be employed where social capital 
makes a clear contribution to economic capital. Three categories of social capital ar e 
described by Hunter (2004, p.3) as: 
1. Bonding based on the internal strength of closed networks (e.g. among immediate 
family and friends). 
2. Bridging which consists of overlapp ing networks that may make other networks 
accessible. 
3. Linking comprised of social networks that can connect with persons in authority or 
positions of power. 
In the mainstream market context, social capital has the potential to  develop into 
leveraged economic action. By contrast, Indigenous social capital investment appears 
to yield only limited ec onomic gain and does not usually manifest as capitalist ic 
economic development largely due to the nature  of what Mo ran (2009, np) describes 
as the unique political economy of discrete remote Indigenous settlements. He argues 
that ‘the politica l econo my of settlement has led to an unusual asset base and  
resource use, in which internal asset transformations were more important than inputs 
and outputs’. The dr iving force of  remote Indigenous social cap ital generates th e 
culturally de stined ‘econ omically rational strateg y’ of ‘poolin g limited ca sh’ that  bot h 
sustains an d perpetuat es high  Ind igenous mo bility, and where customary capital 
outstrips physical capital and other livelihood options (Moran 2009, np). 
An Aborigin al research er, Dennis Foley, has recently car ried out a  study of th e 
relationship between I ndigenous entrepreneurs’ networking behaviours and their 
employment of cultural and socia l capital. F oley carried out 60 int erviews with 
Indigenous Australian b usiness ent repreneurs in the early 2000s; 75 per cent of 
participants had tertiary qualificat ions and most had no hist ory of family me mbers in  
business; o nly about one-sixth were second-g eneration e ntrepreneurs. On entering  
business, many had negligible social capital (networking capacities), were without role 
models, and felt iso lated in many wa ys. Networking was developed as a  key surviva l 
strategy, but it was wit h non-Indig enous business people and mentors. The more  
experienced Indigenou s entreprene urs reporte d that it to ok years o f experience  
networking in the mainstream busin ess world  to  overcome the ‘cultural and/or racia l 
barriers’ in order to achieve strategic goals, bui ld credibility and a positive image, and 
access both  customers and suppliers. Female  Indigenou s busine ss e ntrepreneurs 
were particularly disadvantaged in non-Indigenous male business ne tworks by b oth 
race and gender discrimination (Foley 2008, p.209–210). For most of the sample, 
networking opportunitie s with Indigenous peers in the business wo rld was non-
existent, and upon engaging with the non-Indigenous business world, the participa nts 
reported a negative backlash from their Indigen ous peers in  their communities. Foley 
infers that this undermined their int er-cultural stability. These findings were by wa y of 
contrast with comparative samples of Hawaiian and Maori entrepreneurs where there 
were much higher numbers of second generation entrepreneurs having strong cultural 
identity and tribal land connections, high family and peer group support and business 
integration in the Indige nous society, ‘a solid cultural capit al base’, albeit with lo wer 
rates of tert iary education levels a mong the participants ( Foley 2008, p.216–218).  
However, it  appears not insign ificant that t hese two I ndigenous peoples ar e 
demographically in greater proportion within their sta te populations than their 
Australian counterparts. Foley concluded: 
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 The comparative case studies also r evealed that entrepreneurs embedded in  
minority cultures have to consid er two cultures simultaneously. Their 
networking activities need to consider the expe ctations from both the majority 
as well a s their individ ual minority culture.  Subject to  th e content of their 
Indigenous society it might be easy to integrate these cultur es (as in the case  
with native Hawaiian entrepreneurs), yet it can also be difficult an d often 
associated with huge personal an d socia l de cisions (as in the case with  
Indigenous Australian entrepreneurs). When cultures are difficult to integrate it 
may result in a disinteg ration of so cial frameworks. In so me minority cultures 
(as in the case with th e Indigenou s Australian  culture) int eracting wit h the 
majority culture is a difficult choice as it is not an appreciated behaviour. It is  
perceived as violating the social fra mework and is capable of causing identity 
crisis alienating those who do so. (Foley 2008, p.217.) 
Although social capital is generally perceiv ed as having positive social and economic 
outcomes, a complex d ynamic might occur between Indigenous and non-Indigenou s 
capitals if o ne engages in an enterprise development such as a building product  
manufacturer or trade service. There are also manifestations of Indig enous socia l 
capital that may at times have negative influences.  
A critical question that follows and one raised by Moran et al. (2007, p.xiv), is whether 
over-reliance on social capital by Indigenous  people is curtailing oth er capitals of 
education, t raining, income creation and private enterprise, and thereby contributin g 
vulnerabilities to remote settlement sustainability. Hunter (2004, p.8) has also argued 
that social capital is theorised as having a benefit for individuals and groups, yet in the 
Indigenous context social networks can at t imes have ne gative consequences. He 
notes the e xample of Aboriginal social networks in which  most people have minimal  
skills, few  a re employed, and even  fewer ar e in secure  e mployment positions wit h 
capacity to employ staff; in such contexts it is improbable that one’s so cial capital can 
be levered to gain wage-earning employment within one’s social network. 
Memmott a nd Meltzer (2005, p.105–118) carried out a case study at the remo te 
Aboriginal communit y o f Wadeye, 5 in which a mainstream social cap ital model was 
adapted and refined. O ne of the study outcomes on Wade ye social capital was th at, 
despite the apparent under-investment in physical capital evidenced by acute housing 
shortage, identified elements derived from natural capital such as Dreamings, totems, 
story places, sacred histories and f ertility concepts about plant and animal speci es, 
contributed positively and were mutually interde pendent with social capital. Memmott 
and Meltzer (2005, p.105–106, 116) state that social capital is ‘not easily analysable  
separate from natural  capital; t he two are mutually interdependent in an 
epistemological sense ’. The study also fou nd that the visual barrier of the  
impoverished state of Wadeye mask s the strong social cap ital of a distin ct Aboriginal 
nature, based on multi ple systems of Aboriginal social org anisation co-existing within 
the settlem ent and co nfirmed that socia l ca pital con cepts, su ch as trust and 
reciprocity, were valid and understo od in Wade ye (Memmott & Meltzer 2005, p.116–
117). The inter-ethnic setting req uired con siderable se nsitivity to recognise t he 
                                                
5  The stud y dre w u pon technical reports that were part  of the Community Strength  Indicators an d 
Measurement Project  co nducted b y Memm ott and comm issioned b y th e De partment of Families and 
Community S ervices (F aCS) (Memmott 2 002; Me mmott in UQ; SER C 2002). Un der further F aCS 
initiatives, measurement methods developed by the Social and Economic Research Centre (SERC) at  
the University of Queensland, based upon a preceding literature survey of ‘community strength’ by Black 
and Hughes (2001), were undertaken. The SERC qu estionnaire required modification and was adapted 
by Memmott and redrafted to simplify the English, remove excessively abstract terms and constructs, and 
make the questions relevant and remove those that were irrelevant to the experience of remote and rural 
Indigenous participants. 
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 multiple pro perties of f ormality that could not  be readily  ‘conflated  into a simple  
dichotomy of formal versus informal net works’, but which ranged on a spectrum fro m 
customary to acculturated and westernised a ttributes. They also observed that socia l 
capital development involved localised activities, such that: ‘the goal of promoting and 
developing social capital, must be place- and people-specif ic and deeply grounded in  
local values, needs and circumstances” (Memmott & Meltzer 2005, p.122).  
In the Wadeye study, Aboriginal social capital was examined in two parts, firstly within 
the customary Aboriginal cultural n etworks of family, extended family, ‘skin’ re latives, 
ceremonial partners, friends and residential neighbours, and secondly within the more 
westernised ‘whitefeller-type’ organisations in th e community, consisting of Aborigina l 
corporations, worker’s groups, government department networks, chur ch groups, etc. 
In the cu stomary netwo rks, kinship  was above all the  socia l glue that facilitated the 
sharing of  certain tradit ional values.  Of interest  to the  curr ent study w ere values of 
respect, pe rsonal and  communal  sharing, a nd belief in self-capa city. Relevant  
Aboriginal norms evident in the  white-feller style organisations included ‘takin g 
ownership of the proble m’ and soci al ‘levelling’ or homogeneity (Memmott & Meltzer 
2005, p.110–114). 
Furthermore, a number of hypotheses can be  generated from this social capital 
analysis that can contribute to housing procurement. Firstly, can the Aboriginal 
sociospatial residential groupings based on close kin conn ections be used to form 
self-help la bour gangs,  either in h ousing con struction or  post-occup ancy housing 
management? Secondly, can  custo mary gende red activity groups su ch as huntin g 
groups or craft manufacturing gr oups be e mployed in building  o r household  
economies? Thirdly, can reciprocal ceremonial or ritual relations of responsibility and  
exchange be used in allocating resp onsibilities for housing functions? In  asking these 
questions, it  is noted that Me mmott and Meltzer (2005, p.116) recorded the use of  
ceremony as a local technique  for reinvig orating cor porations a s a symbol  o f 
Aboriginalisation. 
Difficulties can be experienced in pinpointing the mechanisms whereby social capitals 
may ha ve either a po sitive or ne gative impact. Wherea s Hunter (2004, p10–1 1) 
reports tha t, in main stream Australia,  rep eated studies ind icate that social 
connectedness has a p ositive bearing on good health, the  answer to why impro ved 
health is e xperienced and what specif ic a spects contribute to it , is elu sive. 
Conversely, when we examine social connectedness in the Indigenous sphere, it does 
not appear t o confer the  same prote ctive measure on health  outcomes, possibly due 
to the limitations of social capital re quiring cross pollinat ion from what Hunter (2004, 
p.10) specifies as, ‘familiar categories of class, gender, race and age’.  
Whether the predominant reliance on socia l capital is culturally inherent or a  
consequence of what Moran (2009, np) describes as a ‘dysfunctional se rvice-delivery 
system, most evident in the disco nnect between external services and the intended  
end-users’, it is compelling to conte mplate the potential of using social capital a s a 
resource b ase in hou sing procur ement. Social capital as it relate s to remote 
Indigenous realms therefore ma y have limitations and needs to be localised and  
contextualised due to the distinct  economic  and social circumstances in remote  
settlements. It is particularly challenging to use socia l capital as a  resource f or 
housing procurement, but it may be possible. 
3.2.1 Social capital measurement methodology 
The current  study precludes developing system atic measurement meth ods of social  
capital indices, yet attempts have been made by a numbe r of researchers, includ ing 
the ABS to examine a range of me asurement methods using comparative analysis to 
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 extract social measurement factors such a s ‘network types and leve ls of trust ’ and 
‘personal stressors’. Concern is expressed at the difficu lty of empirica lly measuring  
social capit al among in dividuals, if  theorised as a co llective Hunter (2004, p.7). In 
measuring social capital, the ABS (2000, p.4–5)  likewise cautions that the use of data 
aggregated from individuals may have an underlying methodologica l flaw if it is 
questionably applied to  the collective. Ho wever, while acknowledging the difficulty  of  
measuring social capit al, Hunter ( 2004, p. 12) finds it may be useful in addressing  
Indigenous disadvantage. 
A team of University of Queenslan d researchers designed and piloted  a quantita tive 
methodology for collecting data on social capital, and meas uring community strength 
for the Department of Family and Communi ty Services in 2002 (UQ, SERC 2002 ). 
Social capital asse ssment for mainstream communities involved sampling via  
computer-assisted te lephone interviews and u sing a structured questionnaire an d 
scales to measure the relative strengths of informal structures (or networks), formal  
structures, informal norms, and formal norms.  As described above, a  complementary 
study was carried out by Me mmott at Wadeye (Memmott  & Meltzer 2005), which 
aimed to see wheth er the con ceptual fra mework of socia l ca pital could  be  
operationalised in  a r emote discr ete Aboriginal sett lement. This r esulted in an 
adaption of  the model whereby i nformal and formal networks beca me Aborigina l 
networks an d ‘whitefella ’ organisat ions in t he models resp ectively. This pilot pro ject 
showed that it is possible to measure socia l capital strength, although it is necessary 
to combine the quantitative approach with a qualitative approach in Aboriginal  
communities to capture the distinctive cross-cultural mix of values and networks (see  
Table 3 below). 
The ABS’s new ‘National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social S urvey’ carried 
out in 2008 (ABS 2009)  contains at  least one data category that could contribute t o 
social capit al profiling if the data could be d isaggregated for specific settlement s; 
namely the category ‘Social networks and support’ which includes questions such a s 
whether one participated in sporting, social or community activities and whether one is 
able to get support in times of crisis from outside one’s ho usehold. If FaHCSIA were 
to restore it s interest  in socia l ca pital measu rement, perhaps the A BS could b e 
persuaded t o colle ct more detailed  data to contribute to social capital assessment, 
such a s diff erentiating whether the networks a nd support reported up on, pertain to 
Aboriginal or whitefella networks. 
In designing a method of profiling the social capital of an Aboriginal community with a 
view to identifying how it could complement housing procure ment strategies, a range  
of methodological considerations need to be considered that are beyond the scope  of 
this study, but have been canvassed el sewhere (ABS 2000; UQ, SERC 2002; Hunter 
2004; Onyx 2005). 
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 Table 3: Understanding community strength in relation to Indigenous community 
networks 




Amount of strength 
2 
Type of strength 
  
Number of networks 
Size of networks 








Giving back (reciprocity) 
Belonging together (unity) 










How much community strength 
comes from Aboriginal cultural 
networks? 
What sort of strengths come 
from Aboriginal cultural 
networks? 





Clubs and societies 
Government departments 
How much community strength 
comes from ‘whitefella-style’ 
organisations and networks? 
What sort of strengths come 
from ‘whitefella-style’ 
organisations? 
Source: Memmott and Meltzer 2005, p.111 
3.3 Achieving cultural and ethical capitals 
The collection of specialist knowledge and skills related to  the design of housing f or 
Aboriginal Australians has emerged as an ar chitectural sub-discip line. 6  One of its 
chief components cent res on  how an under standing of  t he cultura l differences in 
Aboriginal domiciliary behaviour can inform the design process. This can be described 
as the ‘cultural design paradigm’. Two other a rchitectural paradigms have impacted 
on Aboriginal housing design in r ecent years; these are  the ‘environmental health 
paradigm’ and the ‘hou sing-as-process philoso phy’, both of which co ntribute to its 
distinctiveness as a fie ld of study an d practice. Reconciling these approaches within 
the design process ha s become a key challenge for contemporary practitioners  
(Memmott & Go-Sam 2003). 
                                                
6 In making this  statement, we are not sugge sting the approaches to Abori ginal housing design that we 
discuss are somehow fundamentally different to those adopted in mainstream practice. Indeed, all of the 
normal design principles, methods and precepts apply. But in addition there is a gradually accruing body 
of knowledge and techniques focused on a range of problems encountered in this fie ld of work, which in 
combination, if not in their inherent nature, are rather unique. 
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 The cultural design paradigm involves the use of models of culturally distinct behavior 
to inform de finitions of Aboriginal housing needs. Its premise is that  t o competently 
design app ropriate residential accommodation  for Aboriginal people  who have  
traditionally oriented lifestyles, architects must understa nd the nature of those  
lifestyles, p articularly i n the domi ciliary cont ext. This knowledge a lso in creases 
understanding of the needs of groups who have undergone changes, including tho se 
in rural, urb an and metropolitan sett ings, by helping to iden tify those aspects of their 
customary domiciliary behavior that have been retained. The cultural design paradigm 
was initially adopted by a variety of practitioners in the 1970s and is still a dominant  
design approach in contemporary architectural practice some 40-years later. 
With respe ct to the  pro curement of Aboriginal housing in r emote communities, th e 
current authors contend that design professionals cannot successfully design housing 
and plan settlements for Aboriginal people unle ss there is an understanding of their 
everyday b ehavior and climatic co ntext. The customary use of domiciliary space 
supports distinct types o f household groups and sub-groups, typical d iurnal/nocturnal 
behaviour patterns suited to different seasonal periods, as well as characteristic socio-
spatial structures. Cultu rally distinct  behaviour includes set forms of approach an d 
departure, external orientation an d sensory communication between domiciles,  
different concepts of privacy and crowding (to be discussed in a subsequent section), 
sleeping behaviour, and sleeping gr oup composition, cooking and using hearths, and  
storage of  artefacts and resour ces. Of fur ther relevance to re mote Aboriginal 
communities is th e lin k between customary camp behavi our patterns and possib le 
contemporary housing design. Furthermore, there are other culturally distinct aspects 
that have a  bearing on housing design and settlement planning, and that are th e 
subject of ongoing research, su ch as frequent reside ntial mobilit y, avoidanc e 
behaviours related to  kinship r ules, differ ent values and attitu des about  the 
possession and sharing of ob jects, including shelter, and response to the death o f a 
householder. 
In order to  design culturally appropriate housing, design professionals generally rely 
on consultation (through interviewing technique s) with those people who are typicall y 
the final occupants o f the house.  This ‘brief ing process’ as it  is ca lled sets the  
parameters for the funct ional and also non-funct ional7 areas of the design. It is within 
the consultative framework that ethical considerations come to the fore. For example, 
consultation assumes two scenarios; the first is that an interaction exist s between two 
parties whereby one p arty seeks an understanding of another parties’ wishes a nd 
desires and  then proceeds to document that in order to establish  the design 
parameters and brief for the project; and the second is that the first party listens to the 
second part y and is able to incor porate their  understand ing into the  design an d 
planning proposal. There is an ethical breach in  housing procurement methodologie s 
as indicated in Fien et al’s (2008, p.5 –7, 94–95,105) Design Framework that attempts 
to counter t he prevailing status qu o of poor and non-existent consult ation at ke y 
decision points. 
However, th e imperative to consult is not su fficient enou gh; effective consultat ion 
requires specialist expertise in  cross-cultural skills and th is has b een the premise of  
informed practitioners in remote s ettlements for decades,  where bu dgets permit 
(Memmott & Go-Sam 2003, p.13–15). 
                                                
7 Non-functional refers to those areas that are consid ered to be more emotive aspects that are t ypically 
driven b y in dividual d esires and ar e not necessarily re lated to the fu nctional as pects of the hous e 
design—for example, qualities of light and space, colours etc. 
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 The participatory planning model underpinni ng the Sustainable L ivelihoods (SL) 
Framework developed by Moran et al. (2 007) and incorpo rated by Seemann et al. 
(2008) whole-of-systems approach attempts to redress the social housing framewo rk 
where external funding  agencies dominate the paramete rs of householders an d 
maintenance. Whether negligible  consultation is a produ ct of the current low-cost 
social housing model where limited  budgets do  not incorporate consultation visits to 
remote, very very remo te and very very ve ry remote settlements or whether it is a 
consequence of predominant mindsets to impose service delivery without consultation 
driven by la gging unmet need, it is clear t hat t his seriou s ethical dile mma has n ot 
been addressed in ho using procurement. There needs to be a consist ent application 
of primary ethical p rinciples of mutual respect, mutual rights,  and mut ual 
responsibilities in meeting reasona ble cultur ally specific n eeds of ho useholders, so  
that necessity, location , features,  cultural fit  of buildin g and infr astructure are 
genuinely considered in current remote housing procurement practice.  
Consequently, the ethical dimension is at play when the design consultant chooses to 
be bound by the original client brief or prefers to deliber ately mo ve away fro m t hat 
which has b een previously commun icated. The current authors contend that in orde r 
to design culturally appropriate housing for remote Abori ginal communities, design 
professionals need to maintain the original d esign brief given to them by thei r 
Aboriginal clients, a nd if they perce ive a necessity to adju st this brief  for whatever 
reason, they need to at least enter  into a dia logue with th eir clien ts. This has be en 
objectively substantiate d at a continental scale by the ‘F ixing Houses for Better  
Health’ sur veys by Healthhabitat  in recen t years (Pholeros 2003,  p.59), a key 
conclusion being: 
Poor construction coupled with lack of supervision leads to houses that do not 
function properly. Impro ved consultation proce sses and le vels of design and  
specification will not pr oduce bette r housing u nless it  can  be ensure d that 
those decisions made d uring the de sign process are ena cted on the b uilding 
site. 
Yet there is also re cognition that  current procu rement met hodologies can suppre ss 
reasonable client expectations e licited by desig n professio nals and  this may be an  
avenue for contractual redress.  
Furthermore, by acknowledging cu lturally distinct lifestyle s and behaviours in the  
design brief  and discu ssing th em in a constructive way with Aboriginal clients 
(whether they be individual hou seholders or consu ltative communal housin g 
committees of some sort), a second consequence over and above a good design fit, is 
allowing opportunity in housing procurement for reinforcing of cultural identity, thereby 
strengthening socia l an d cultural capital.  Once  this pro cess is de emed succe ssful, 
Aboriginal clients are even likely to request forms of symbolic architectural references 
in housing designs to reflect their cultural identity (e.g. Fantin 2003c). 
One of the  earliest and detailed  exa mples of the cultural design  paradigm in 
Aboriginal h ousing pro curement was carried  out by archite ct Julian Wigley in Alice  
Springs in 1976-77. W igley was employed b y the Aboriginal and Torres Strait  
Islanders H ousing Pan el (AHP) under the d irectorship of Dr Michael Heppell 
(Memmott 1989a) and assisted in the establishment of Tangentyere Council, an 
umbrella Aboriginal organisation that has consist ently serviced some 19  town camp s 
in Alice Springs. Underpinned by empirical research, th e AHP, through Wigley,  
provided housing desig n and service delivery that was committed to i nnovative and 
exploratory approaches to procure ment. Wigley designed eight houses at the Mt 
Nancy town camp and documented this project in a book called Black out in Alice:  a 
history of the establishment and development of town camps in Alice Springs (Heppell 
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 & Wigley 1981). Mt Na ncy was located on the  northern edge of Alice  Springs an d 
contained p redominantly Anmat yerr and Kaytetye people (Memmott 1 989b). Thus, 
Wigley became one of  the few A ustralian ar chitects wh o not on ly made, but also 
clearly documented systematic ethnographic observations of Aboriginal domiciliary life 
to assist with the accurate definition of user requirements. He carried out research o n 
self-constructed architecture and camp behaviour, prepared design criteria and house 
designs, and administered the construction contract for eight houses (Memmott 1990, 
p.119).  
At the time  the Mt  Na ncy houses were desi gned, the Northern Te rritory Hous ing 
Commission had let a contract for  36 three-b edroom houses in the  Alice Springs  
suburbs for an approximate $27 000 per house ( Heppell & Wigley 1981, p.154). Pre-
fabricated housing manufacturers were also attempting to provide system houses for 
as low as $ 16 000 (e.g. James Hardie with the Apatula house), but finish quality was  
questionable (Wigley p. c.). In order to achieve a similar competitive pri ce for the Mt 
Nancy houses, Wigley invited tenders from a n umber of lo cal Alice Springs buildin g 
contractors. ‘The houses were to be low co st and in line with the  Hay Inquiry’s  
recommendations...that Aborigines be given access t o housing on  terms no less 
favourable than Housing Commission terms in rural areas’ (Heppell & Wigley 198 1, 
p.154). The  most competitive price tendered was $24 000 which at  the time was 
considered reasonable when compared to the Housing Commission homes. 
Some discrete parts of this process as described in Heppell and Wigley (1981, p.132–
150) resulted in limited data on the sociospatial organisation of households, extensive 
data on aur al and visu al communication, exte rnal orientat ion of domi ciliary lif estyle, 
the intense  sensory communication between household s, and the  necessity for 
external surveillance; t he role of town campers in ho sting visiting relatives fro m 
remote communities, and an attempt to identify the types of faciliti es, spa tial 
preferences and level o f interaction  optimally required; the developme nt of a set of 
design criteria for house design, the approach and departure behaviours of individuals 
in relation to the overall domiciliary space, plus a  general principle of pro viding higher 
levels of individual privacy in the interior of the house; and the problems of designing  
for unpredictable changing needs that may occur in the life span of the house. 
Furthermore, Heppell a nd Wigley’s work show s how an u nderstanding of tradit ional 
domiciliary behaviour and the su rrounding a rtefactual e nvironment informed the  
architect’s design process to produce one of  the first g enerative plan types where a  
range of flo or plans co uld be built on a basic core of service rooms for a group of 
clients with varying needs (Memmott 1990, p.120; Long et al. 2007, p.19). This earl y 
consultation under the  auspices of  the Aborig inal Housing  Panel pla ced importance  
on social organisation through minimising change to this structure through design. Yet 
the limitations of placin g focus entirely on building design t o the exclusion of a more 
encompassing master p lan inclusive of ec onomic, social and physical requirements  
were soon realised (Heppell & Wigley 1981, p.106–107). 
3.4 Achieving health capitals 
Houses an d associat ed environments can contribute  positively to susta ining 
Aboriginal h ealth and re ducing liveli hood vulnerabilitie s. Improving Aboriginal heal th 
through housing provision developed as a policy and field of industry practice throu gh 
the 1980s. Health outcomes comp rise a number of significant social and huma n 
capitals for housing procurement to address,  yet sign ificant health re lated problems 
continue to persist. In Aboriginal Australia, healt hy living practices are conceptualised 
as not only connected to the physical infra structure of the  house, but also related  to 
the social a nd psychological functio ns of housin g (Reser 19 79; Pholeros et al. 1993;  
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 Bailie 2008) . Health problems in remote communities form a distinct ive grouping of 
recurrent and interrelated categories, encompassing infectious diseases, problems 
resulting fro m social di sruption an d ‘lifestyle-related’ di seases. When  defining th e 
multi-faceted issues impinging upon healthy living practices within the Indigenous 
realm, the t erm is inclusive of all social activities and their impact upon aspects o f 
human hea lth, in particular how they relate to housing and surrounding living  
environments (Bailie & Wayte 2006, p.179) 
3.4.1 Addressing health hardware in houses as a form of health capital 
Environmental health as a field of study in Aboriginal Australia was first r aised in the  
architecture at Wilcannia in 1974 by Ken George (Memmott 1991, p.151–154) but was 
not systematically addressed until th e work  of Nganampa et  al. (1987) by the multi-
disciplinary team of Pa ul Pholeros (architect), Stephan Ra inow (anthropologist) a nd 
Paul Torzillo (doctor), who documented groundbreaking findings and practices in the 
Anangu Pitjajantjara (AP) lands (South Australia). The Nganampa study demonstrated 
that internal and extern al house  e nvironments contributed  to a  range  of negat ive 
health outcomes with direct and indirect fact ors influencing health often working 
together in complex and dynamic ways as well as be ing affected by the adaptive  
responses of individua ls and gro ups (Bailie  2008, p.5 9). For th ese reason s, 
developing predictive housing or environmenta l design strategies to improve health is 
challenging. Nevertheless, based o n their 1987  study and subsequent investigation, 
the Nganampa research team has cons istently advanced nine ho usehold living  
practices to  maintain g ood health:  washing p eople, wash ing clothe s and beddin g, 
removing waste, improving nutrition, reducing crowding, separating dogs and children, 
controlling dust, temperature control and reducing trauma. Design strategies f or 
housing and infrastructure can address these factors, but householder behaviours and 
housing management practices are equally required. 
The Nganampa (1987) study led on to further important studies and t he formation of  
Health Habitat by Ph oleros, Rai now and Torzillo whi ch counter ed prevaili ng 
assumptions that  infra structure fa ilure was p rimarily the result  of user fault  or 
vandalism, and lin ked such  failu re largely t o poor qu ality control, substa ndard 
materials, substandard  workmans hip, incorre ct installation and poor contract 
administration (Pholeros et al. 19 93). Furt her systematic studies by Health Habitat  
advanced the methodologies of  the Nganampa survey to develop into t he 
technological POE survey work of the ‘F ixing Houses f or Better Health’ (FHBH) 
program (2000 to curren t). These an d other findings from previous tech nical surveys 
and the national FHBH program then became embedded in The National Indigenous 
Housing Guide (NIHG) (FaHCSIA 2007a). This document is now an accepted industry 
standard for remote-area Aboriginal housing design and construction practice. 
The National Indigeno us Housing  Guide (NI HG), as th e by-product of numerous 
technical P OE surve ys under the Housing for health  and  Fixing Hou ses for Bett er 
Health (FHBH) projects, draws on investigative and diagnostic methods based around 
the guiding principles of safety, health, quality control and sustainability. Although the 
NIHG does not provid e any overt definit ion of sustainability, goals pertaining  to 
sustainability are implicit in the  various environmental design and economic criteria of 
housing pre scribed in t he Guide. The NIHG’s findings confirm that the failure of  
specified building hardware essential for maintaining the health of resid ents, was due 
to a lack of  routine maintenance in  67 per cen t of houses;  25 per cen t due to po or 
initial construction and less than  8 per cent be cause of  misuse, abu se or vandalism 
(FaHCSIA 2007a, p.11–17). 
The NIHG (FaHCSIA 2007a) is inclusive of  practice  standards fo r the desig n, 
construction and management of housing to achieve safety and health outcomes, with 
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 cross-reference to the BCA (Building Code of  Australia) and supple mented by the 
specific state or territory guideline s covering codes and sta ndards pertaining to ea ch 
jurisdiction (Long et al. 2007, p.65–66). The value of the NIHG would not be so high if 
past and pr esent procu rement contractual syst ems ensured a guarant ee of qualit y 
control. The NIHG as a publication directs attention to the lack of quality control during 
construction and the n eed for reg ular maintenance regimes, practices that  ar e at 
times non-existent or in consistently applied acro ss remote I ndigenous Australia. One 
criticism of earlier editions of the NIHG was that it overlooked socio-cultural aspects of 
design; th is has been  partially a ddressed in the curren t addition,  specifically, in 
Appendix 2—‘Issues to consider in the design and construction of houses’. Particular 
mention is made of avoidance relationships and beliefs in spirits based on the work of 
Fantin (2003b), as described in a subsequent section of this paper. 
A measure of health capital in  I ndigenous housing is the quality of the healt h 
hardware, i.e. ‘the physical equipment necessa ry for healthy, hygienic living’ (FaCSI A 
2007, p.9). A rigorous set of measures of the functionality of health h ardware has 
been developed by Healthhabitat f or the Fixin g Houses f or Better Health (FHBH) 
program undertaken in  Indigenous housing a cross five states sin ce 20 00 (Pholero s 
2003). These survey da ta are summarised in tables throu ghout the Guide (FaCSI A 
2007) and are collecte d on the basis of either  the presence or non-presence of an 
item of health hardware, and its functionality or performance based on a prescribed  
test. The survey data are set out in tables and cover the following topics: 
Wet area design, hot water, taps, baths and tubs, showers, wet area drainage, 
water mains (for maintenance), lau ndry design, drying clot hes and be dding, 
flush toilets, house drains, septic systems and on -site waste disposal, drinking 
water qualit y, food storage, food p reparation f acilities, foo d cooking,  house 
edge and yard, anima l impacts, vermin pres ence, insect presence  (ants,  
cockroaches, flies, mosquitoes, d ust mites, ter mites), dust  presence,  cooking 
design, heating design, electric light performance, risk of falls, windows. 
It should be noted that ‘Self Assessed Health Status’ is a th eme of data collect ion by 
the ABS in its National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey (ABS 2009) 
and if the data could be disaggregated for individual settlements, it could be a useful 
measure to supplement the health hardware data. 
3.4.2 Reducing crowding in houses as a form of health capital 
In recent years, where correlations a re drawn between the poor state of housing and 
the problems of Aboriginal health, t hey have usually centred on overcrowding and the 
under-supply of housing as the  combined major co ntributing f actor, not only 
contributing to social dysfunction but also to the mental and physical well-being of the 
residents (Wild & Anderson 2007, p.57–75,166; Long et al. 2007, p.24; Bailie 2008, 
p.59; Fien  e t al. 200 8, p.24). Crowding is a complex field of social an alysis, with  a  
state of crowding involving an unaccepted density of persons and dependent on there  
being perceived stress for its existence. Marked cross-cultural differences are noted in 
the literature in the varied social manifestations of crowding (Memmott 1991:255). The 
Australian literature clearly establishes that traditional Aboriginal crowding behaviours 
are culturally distinct ( see Reser 1 979; Ross 1 987; Nganampa Health Council 19 87; 
Memmott 1988, p.34–4 7; Memmott 1991, p.25 5–262; Memmott & Chambers 2002,  
p.88–97).  
There is no research to date that prescribes what in fa ct would be the ideal or 
maximum residential size for an A boriginal household, in other words what numbers 
of household occupat ion would be  considered  the tipping  balance for a particu lar 
sized house , between h ealthy living practices, infrastructur e functionality and social  
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 stability, given that extended kin h ouseholds are a persistent featur e of Aboriginal 
communities. The dynamic complexity of cr owding precludes such simplistic analysis. 
Furthermore, the types and structures of Aborig inal households vary in certain ways 
between the remote regions on  the contin ent, as well as in rur al urban a nd 
metropolitan settlement s. Ongoing research ne eds to isolate both qua ntitative an d 
qualitative evidence-based distinctions between the negative impacts of overcrowding  
and pre-existing so cial condition s that may or may not  relate to overcrowding. 
Particular research analysis needs to be developed on the related issue of Indigenous 
privacy, as it remains systematically undefined as no ted b y Me mmott (1988, p.4 0) 
over two decades ago. 
On the topi c of househ old composi tion and mobility, Moran (2006a, p.3 1) notes tha t 
overcrowding may be an ever-shifting pheno menon and that a ‘sin gle Indigen ous 
house may be doing the job of three or more h ouses’ and due to mobility ‘one group 
may occupy several h ouses simultaneously’. The objective to reduc e a fluid and  
moving enti ty of overc rowding 8  th rough a construction p rocurement contractual 
system, as was an aim of the current SIHIP program, has its challenges in developing 
objective low-cost performance measurements. The constant flux of household  
populations as reported in studie s of crowding, mobility and homelessness, has 
resulted in t he AIHW (2 009, p.56) classifying su ch Indigenous people who rely upo n 
friends and relatives, as being technically homeless, noting that a total of 9248 people 
representing 1.9 per cent of the Indigenous pop ulation as homeless.9 It is beyond th e 
scope of th e current st udy to inclu de any in-depth analysis of homelessness an d 
mobility, but they are noted as phenomena that impact upon the issue of overcrowded 
households, in particular , sustainable tenancy as well as being contribut ing factors to 
high levels of household service malfunction of  fixtures and fittings (F ien et al 200 8, 
p.74–75; Long et al. 2007, p.27,78; Habibis et al. 2010).  
A pioneerin g study in t his fie ld wa s condu cted by the e nvironmental psychologist  
Reser (1979) based on 15 months of fieldwork in the Arnhem Land Reserve of the 
Northern Territory, who identified a complex of cultural and environmental variables as 
greatly affecting a sen se of individual c ontrol over one’s house. Fr om this early 
research, it was argued that loss of control ove r one’s domiciliary environment and  
household relations can lead to stress with negative impact s on physical and ment al 
health as well as the  social and e conomic fun ctioning of t he househo ld. An out let 
valve from l ocalised stress may be mobility,  as the study by Me mmott et al. (2005, 
p.4–5,61) examining th e underlying reasons for mobility i n the Mt Isa and greater 
region indicates that one of man y explanations is that it may pro vide immediate relief 
and escape from the stresses of ho me community life. However, the re search in this 
area is not without conundrums, as noted by Flatau et al. (2005, p.191) and previously 
Memmott (1988; 1991) and Memmott and Cha mbers (2002), Indigeno us resident s 
may not e xpress an annoyance with hig h density households even though 
unacceptable negative impacts are experienc ed. The relevance of social cap ital 
studies may have significant bearing  on explaining this conu ndrum. Although differing 
cultural norms in relation to the  n ature of per ceived crowding may exist between 
Aboriginal a nd non-Aboriginal hou seholds, simultaneously  distorted cultural norms  
may e xist in certain A boriginal ho useholds, such as the  tolerance of  high alco hol 
                                                
8 We use the term ‘overcr owding’ h ere as i t is emplo yed by policy-makers in the A boriginal h ousing 
sector, but there is yet no u sefully scie ntific dist inction th at has bee n made between the concepts of  
‘overcrowding’ and ‘crowding’. 
9 Further specif ic state or ter ritory data on  Indig enous households that  are ov ercrowded (P 22) and 
additional b edrooms req uired (P21) is inc omplete, so that contrib uting fa ctors defi ning Indig enous 
housing need under these categories is not quantified or accessible (AIHW 2009:20-21). 
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 consumption that has created bro ad levels of  overt and subtle dysfu nction (Wild  & 
Andersen 2007, p.166). 
Recent discussion s o n psychological stress have po inted to the persiste nt 
phenomenon of overcrowding as a major factor, yet how these factor s interact with  
other signif icant environmental and socia l influences effe cting health , needs to be 
more carefully examined to gain guidelines for improving he alth benefits for residents  
(Bailie 2008 , p.59). Bai lie’s (2008,  p .59–60) prel iminary health and hou sing find ings 
for the Housing Im provement and Child Health Study  (HICH) carried out between  
2003–2005, drew dat a on children and th eir carers from ten remote study 
communities in the N orthern Territory where significan t building p rograms were 
undertaken, and showed that there was ‘a clear association between crowded 
household conditions and the functional state of house infrastructure, and the hygienic 
condition of  houses’. However, Bai lie’s team was not able to establish a direct link 
between cr owding and  psychological well-be ing, nor bet ween crowding and  t he 
functional state of infrastructure. They were able to state that: 
The genera l psychological well-being of carer s was asso ciated with broad 
community l evel factors such as o verall qualit y of community housing and 
housing management, and commu nity location and expos ure to stressors in 
their daily lives (which ma y arise within household o r in the b roader 
community). (Bailie 2008, p.59). 
Bailie’s general point here is that the ‘relationships between housing and health do not 
operate in a clockwork universe’ ( Bailie 2008,  p.59–60), but within a  complex an d 
dynamic multi-variant f ield of inter nal and external factor s in house s, household s, 
communities and cultural regions. It is understood that crowded household conditio ns 
do increase  the probab ility of spre ading infect ious disea ses among occupants,  a s 
demonstrated by FaHCSIA (2007a, p.137), however, poor health may be exacerbated 
by a number of other contributing factors, such as poor household infrastructure, high 
incidence of exposure to infection, poor commercial food supply and dieting practices, 
security over household food, ment al health of other householders, social influence s 
on health, a long with limited effective m anagement of health and ho using (Bailie  & 
Runcie 2001, p.365; Bailie 2008, p.59–60). 
The problem of quantifying and measuring cr owding reduction in hou sing in orde r to 
reduce psychologica l stress as w ell infect ious disease t ransmission is vexed. To 
measure the reduction  of crowdin g achieved by housing requires ca lculating wh at 
constitutes a crowded house versus an uncro wded house. This has been achieved 
conventionally with an occupancy standard. An example of such a standard would be 
‘one bedro om for each couple  a nd for each single , n on-dependent adult,  with 
dependent children sharing bedrooms at a maximum of t wo per bedroom’ (Neutze e t 
al. 2000, p. 3). Less se nsitive occu pancy standards would be simply two-persons 
maximum p er bedroom (Walker  et al. 2002:16) , or a  specification  of minimum floor 
area (m2) per householder in a house (after FaCSIA 2007, p.140). 
A more detailed set of seven prescriptors of the type used  above b y Neutze et al. is 
that employed by the Canadian National Occupancy Standard which aims to be  
sensitive to both househ old size and composition. This standard was employed in an 
analysis of Indigenous ‘housing utilisation’ base d on the 2006 Australia n census data 
(ABS 2008, p.134,178–179). It is interesting to note that the ABS refrained from using 
the term ‘cr owding’ (or ‘overcrowding’) when concluding  the numbers of Indigenous 
households that required an extra bedroom. Perhaps this was due to the realisation of 
the analytic difficulty of measuring crowding if it is dependan t on an attribute of stress  
being present in its definition. 
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 3.4.3 Examples of culturally specific behav iours that contri bute to crowdin g 
stresses 
One housing and health related architectural project executed und er the former 
National Aboriginal Health Strategy (NAHS) program was undertaken by the architect 
Shaneen Fantin in North-east Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, and b egan with th e 
premise of the environmental health par adigm, yet upon execution, a number of 
surprising culturally dominant factors we re discovered causing a reviewed approach.  
This project, and subsequent PhD research by Fantin, forms the basis of the following 
case study which is worth citing to highlight the relationship between culturally-distinct 
household behaviours and perceived stress contributing t o a sense of crowding, 
house design and health. 
When Fantin carried out the architectural design of 35 new houses at Galiwin’ku in the 
Top End of  the Northe rn Territory in 2 001–02 under the  auspices o f the Nation al 
Aboriginal Health Strategy (NAHS), the foremost driving for ce in the spatial planning 
was perhaps one of  the most experimen tal specifications of t he Nganampa 
environmental health  de sign parad igm—that of separating  wet area fu nctions awa y 
from other functions of the house. Although, still finding value in certain aspects of the 
health paradigm objectives and specificat ions, the resultin g designs were received 
with a mixed response causing the archite ct to rethink and synthethise t he 
environmental health an d cultural d esign paradigms (Fantin 2003a, p.1 71–172,197–
202). Fantin addresses these issues in depth in her PhD thesis (2003a). 
A key focus of Fantin’s study was the overall impact of  housing o n avoidanc e 
behaviour as expressed through the spatial manifestations of avoidance between: 
1. An adult brother and sister. 
2. A son-in-law and mother-in-law (2003a, p180–191). 
The internal designs of  particular houses bro ught such a dults into close spatia l or 
visual contact with one another, and with whom they were culturally required to avoid, 
causing be havioural stress and at times aggressive displays. Fantin was able to  
demonstrate alternate house layout  designs to re-organise the distr ibution of a ctivity 
and circulation spaces and lines of vision so as to alleviate this problem, which can be 
analysed as a culturally-specific form of crowding (and one that is independent of high 
household density). 
A second key focus of  Fantin’s study was the pan-Aboriginal belie f in  spirit s, called  
galka in  Yo lngu, which  manifests itself a s fea r of sp irits who cause harm. Ever y 
Yolngu adult is believed to have a  potential to practice forms of galka. Her discussion 
includes the  spatial and  physical d esign implications gene rated by co ncerns abo ut 
personal security due to this belief  system (2003a, p.223– 231). The Yolngu belief  in 
spirits and the practice of galka made the location of the wet area functions in Fantin’s 
house designs quite un acceptable to various residents by reducing the  potential fo r 
convenience of access, surveillance an d security.  Fantin ( 2003a, p.2 29) 
acknowledged this as a  challenge to designers, but advoca ted that a  solution should 
be sought to meet both cultural and env ironmental health guidelines; one t hat 
recognised that belief in spirits impacts significantly on resident behaviour, stress, and 
perceptions of securit y. She hi ghlighted simple strategies to alleviate these 
heightened, but real concerns, such as specially located landscaping, the use of night-
lights to assist visual surveillance, and the depositing of sand around the house to 
identify the tracks of  int ruders. The se responses subscrib e to genera l standards of 
community safety and should not be consider ed an unju stified imposition on tight 
housing budgets. 
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 Much Australian anthropological literature has discussed th e prevalence of Aboriginal  
beliefs in spirits and sor cery practice in some detail (Berndt  1982, p.12 8; Reid 1982,  
p.43; Berndt 1939–1940, p.291; Ha milton 1972, p.289; Tonkinson 1966 , p.199), bu t 
only occasional writings link these beliefs to housing design. No other comprehensive 
analyses exist in the a rchitectural literature th at discuss pan-Aboriginal beliefs in 
forms of sp irits a nd th eir impact on the location of  design features,  function s a nd 
resident be haviour in housing, wit h the exception of an  earlier stu dy by Go-Sam 
(1997). 
Go-Sam’s (1997) thesis study ce ntred on Mutitjulu in  Central A ustralia wh ere 
environmental health technical specifications and their objectives to improve health by 
separating wet area f unctions (to ilets, showe rs and the laundry) a way from t he 
envelope of the house, also proved to be a most unpopular strategy amo ng residents. 
Here Aboriginal prefere nces for th e non-separ ation of wet  area facilities in hou se 
design were also conne cted with be liefs in spirits (see Go-Sam 1997, p.51–53, 124; 
Hamilton 1 972). The concern over malfunctioning wet areas and their impact on  
health is not to be lightly dismissed where procurement methodologies do not ensure 
quality cont rol, but Go -Sam’s (1997; 2008) study showed the con tinuance of  
traditional cultural imperatives regardless of the impositions that n on-Aboriginal 
statutory authorities and archite cts had pla ced on the Abo riginal re sidents (FaCSIA 
2007; Go-Sam 1997, p.116). 
3.5 Achieving employment and training capitals 
One of the key frame work objectives of the Australian Government’s Productivity 
Commission’s, Overcoming Indigenous Disadvantage,  Key Indicators Report  
(SCRGSP 2009, Section 2.2 np) is to obtain ‘improved wealth creation and economic 
sustainability for indi viduals, fa milies and  communities’. Achi eving econo mic 
outcomes to improve l ivelihoods in remote regions of Australia, wh ere there are 
considerable economic vulnerabilities of  la bour and skill s short ages, which  
simultaneously exist alongside hig h unemployment in Ab original sett lements, has  
proved elusive. Upward s pressure s by macroeconomic for ces cau sing tight la bour 
markets by developing sustainab le local em ployment h as affected  socia l hou sing 
programs wi th fixed bud gets as they are increa singly competing with industries wit h 
greater purchasing pow er (Szava et al. 2007); while declining housing affordability in 
remote settlements has dual region al social impact at the policy level for efficiency 
and equity (Haslam Mc Kenzie et a l. 2008, p.1 0–16). Szava et al. (20 07, p.10–13 ) 
further observe that major construction projects couple d with a b ooming min ing 
industry have caused inflationary costs on housing lab our, subdivision service 
infrastructure, cost of materials, and  remote loc ation costs in the North ern Territory, 
resulting in a dramatic expansio n of housing procure ment costs and proje ct 
completion timeframes. 
The economic context in remote settlements bears greatly upon othe r sustainability 
livelihood fa ctors, su ch as cultural and hum an capitals of employment, training and  
education, albeit in a co ntext where limited economic opportunities are  stifled due to 
geographic location, small populations and mobility (Moran 2009, np). In man y 
instances, t he largest capital invest ment by go vernments in remote communities is 
housing and other infrastructure projects, yet va riable project delivery of ten leads to  
varied opportunities fo r employment and tra ining. Whe n Indigeno us labour was 
involved in housing pr ocurement, Walker (20 08, p.36–37) reported that in some  
communities in Central Australia there existed an obvious mismatch of time-pressured 
delivery, which limited a given community’s  capacity to participate. Subsequently, the 
dominance of pressure d delivery time-frames has reduce d the capa city to develop 
human capitals impacting on management in housing procur ement and resulting in a  
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 preference for low key Aboriginal involvement, leading to questions such as: If there is 
a labour under-supply and skills d eficit in rep airs and maintenance, what measu res 
have to be taken to  increase meaningful part icipation resu lting in  skills transfer  in  
order to increase livelihood sustainability? 
The history of Indigenous involvement in construction programs shows mi xed results 
and is worthy of revisit ing in the contex t of re peated calls for design innovation as 
demonstrated by the ca se study recorded in Humpy, house and tin shed  (Memmott 
1991). This detailed longitudinal study provides an interesting precedent of innovative 
design solut ions, designed by architect Ken Ge orge, tailored for a restricted budget  
using local Indigenous labour at Wilcannia. The case study demonstrates, in part, that 
if contractual arrangements and local trade skill levels do not exist to implement these 
innovative solutions, t hen pressu re is pl aced on delive ry time frames that ca n 
ultimately lead to the fa ilure of the procurement system and its quality assurance. 
Thus, traini ng to imp rove skills short ages in communities is a paramou nt 
consideration for any future housing  procurement activities with an aim to using lo cal 
labour through capacity building. 
Variable capacity or opportunity for training and employme nt on building procurement 
projects are  demonstrated in F ien et al’s (2008) study co mmunities of Maningrid a, 
Northern Territory; Palm Island,  Queensland, a nd Mimili, South Austral ia. The study 
preceded one of the most drama tic and rapid changes in governme nt funding f or 
infrastructure and housing, with sweeping structural chang es to housing governa nce 
at all levels, resulting in the replacement of t he Commu nity Housing Infrastruct ure 
Program (CHIP) with Australian Remote Indigenous Acco mmodation (ARIA). The  
abolition of  CHIP resu lted in many Indigenous Community Housing Organisations 
(ICHOs) in remote and very re mote settlements being str ipped of th eir previous 
responsibilities to procure housing and infrastructure constr uction (Porter 2009, p.6–
14). However, at Maningrida, reduced funding was not the case; the local Council was 
and contin ues to have invol vement in significant h ousing con struction a nd 
maintenance programs. The Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation (BAC) is t he 
outstation resource agency at Maningrida that also operates a mud brick factory. It 
provides ho using, supporting techn ology (solar  power, water delivery), road and a ir 
infrastructure, along wit h repairs and maintenance of buildin g stock. The area is a lso 
resourced by the Jobs, Education a nd Training (JET) Centre, which provides training  
but not in building or maintenance (Fien et al. 2008, p,23–28). 
Also at Ma ningrida, lo cal employment opportunities have been developed as a 
consequence of simple construction  techniques through a close workin g relationship 
between the architect ural firm Build Up De sign and BAC where  designs a re 
formulated to match local skills levels, offering training o pportunities and greater 
Indigenous involvement in construction. BAC employs fifteen people in the mud brick 
factory and uses them in out station constru ction. Many of the simple strateg ies 
developed by Build Up Design were documented by Sc ally (2003, p.84–88) and  
demonstrate the synerg ies that  co uld occur,  contributing signif icantly to liveliho od 
sustainability when  constraints du e to urgent constructio n timeframes were n ot 
prioritised. Although, there does not exist an opportunity to attain a trades certificate, it 
appears th at employment is mea ningful and  ongoing. ( Fien et al.  2008, p.2 9). 
However, despite the sizable investment of funds, Fien et al. (2008, p.80) notes a lack 
of TAFE courses on b uilding and  that the small size of  building te ams preven ts 
apprenticeship uptake.  Consequently, due to shortages in local skilled  labour, the re 
are typically no qualified Indigenous tradesper sons involved in construction proje cts, 
while the shortened building period due to the wet season in many regions of northern 
Australia also places an  urgency on constructio n timeframes, thereby resulting in t he 
exclusion of local involvement in training (Fien et al. 2008, p.28–29,80–81). 
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 The settlement of Palm Island includes high  level infrastructure fa cilities with a 
resident TAFE college and housin g managed  by the  local Community Council. An 
alternate model for pro curing housing was fou nd by Fien et al. (2008 , p.42) usin g 
prefabricated housing construction at Palm Island, yet they note limited opportunity for 
local employment. Other systems, such as the Remote Housing Australia alliance with 
Cape York Corporation, Bluescope Steel and D jarragun College (Gordonvale), have  
developed a prefabricated system that off ers high Indigenous training and  
construction involvemen t using rap id cons truction techniqu es. This alliance has n ot 
been evaluated to any significant degree, but its overall objectives may indicate, at  
Palm Island, that it is n ot the method of constr uction that is as proble matic as th e 
findings of Fien et al. (2008, p.41–42) indicate, but the persistent feature in Aboriginal 
housing procurement systems of time-pressure d delivery which consi stently excludes 
local labour and works against human and cultural capital livelihoods’ sustainability. 
Note that this case st udy is in contrast to the findings of Foley (2008), whereby 
Aboriginal entrepreneurs, to be successful in th e mainstream business world, had t o 
detach from Indigenous social capit al and is more in line with his findings on Ma ori 
and Hawaiian entrepreneurs where bi-cultural integration  of social capitals wa s 
achieved. 
At the time of the Fien et al. (2008, p.42) study, QBuild (key constructio n and building 
maintenance provider for the Que ensland Government) e mployed fo ur Indigenous 
tradespersons and had five Indigenous apprentices. Th e level of completion of 
Indigenous tradespersons indicate s that stable  employme nt, along with long-term 
opportunities for work, will result  in  high level skills upta ke. In 2007, three schoo l-
based apprentices were engaged and QBuild were working towards the eventual goal 
of employin g 30 people from Pal m Island (Fien et al. 2 008, p.41–42). Fien et al.  
(2008, p.64 –65) note t hat the u se of tran sportable bui lding systems at Mimili ha ve 
prevented younger men from gainin g building skills and that there i s a broader skills 
deficit across the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Ynk unytjatjara (APY) Lands due to a lack of  
ongoing co nstruction and maintenance prog rams, preventing su stained training 
opportunities. Moran et  al. (2008, p.xii) reported a similar lack of success of small 
scaled bu ilding project s that have had a minor impact  on achieving signif icant 
improvements in livelihood strategies. 
One of the more recent positive training and employment i ndustry scenarios comes 
from the a ctivities of Myu ma Pty Ltd at Ca mooweal, Queensland, which is a 
demonstrable case  of Aboriginal cultural and  socio-economic empowerment with 
major participation in  the mainstream economy through competitive service delivery.  
Myuma’s enterprise in itiatives have succe ssfully negotia ted agreement with the  
Queensland Departme nt of Main Roads (DMR) on major roadworks proje cts 
generating a gross revenue from major civil works contr acts to the  value of $19.8 
million duri ng the peri od 2001-2009 (Memmott 2010, p .3). Whereas there is a 
complex mi x of enterprise funct ions, service function s, cultural f unctions a nd 
representational (governance) functions within the Myuma portfolio and its daily round 
of work, all of these activities are underpinned by Aboriginal cultural law precepts and 
an Aboriginal ethic of  social harmony in  Myuma’s Dugalun ji Work Camp. There is a 
unique symbiotic relat ionship between the pract ice of Aboriginal law an d the practic e 
of commerce in the Dugalunji Camp whereby t he two are mutually supportive of on e 
another, generating a st rong Aboriginality in day-to-day business. The overall positive 
benefit to economic capital is thus supported and underpinned by cultural and social 
capital resulting in a potential for greater livelihood sustain ability. Note that this ca se 
study is in contrast to Foley’s (2008) findings on Aboriginal entreprene urs detaching 
from Indigenous social capital to be successful in the mainstream business world, and 
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 more in line  with his f indings on Maori and Hawaiian entrep reneurs who achieved bi-
cultural integration of social capitals. 
A more in-depth POE survey of the use  of local re sources and  labo ur in h ousing 
procurement was undertaken by Memmott, and summarised in Humpy, house and t in 
shed (1991 ). As de scribed previously, the study focused  on hou ses designed  by 
architect Ken George and con structed in  Wilcannia NSW during 1974–19 78. 
Memmott’s POE de veloped, through extensive analysis, a model of the Bakandji  
language group’s settle ments, planning and socio-spatia l behaviour on the Darling 
River (NSW ), by combining techn iques of  geog raphic map ping with anthropological 
studies of social organisation and detailed genealogical information (Long et a l. 2007, 
p.22). The Bakandji project overview is incorporated herewith to demonstrate both the 
complexities and conne ctions between pre-existing econ omic vulnerabilities, external 
and local g overnance and their impact on desirable object ives of training and local 
labour involvement in h ousing procurement, in particular w here there is a lack of skill 
and management capacity of all players at all tiers. 
Consequently, the interface between statutory policy, local,  state and Common wealth 
Government representat ive bodies and funding  cycles pro vides a sig nificant insight  
into the present day go vernance issues that  o vershadow the delivery of Aborigina l 
housing in remote regions, and  calls up  the pr oblems of p rocurement when there is 
not a ‘collective mind set of values a nd attitudes’ (as defined by Ackfun) among these 
respective players. The provision of housing at Wilcannia was subject to restrictions of 
government cycles, timeframes an d policy changes, along  with the pe rsistent feature 
of high turn over of government agency staff, each with d iffering personalities and 
varied methods of execution. Compounding the  situation w as the imposition of cyclic 
government policy-making, the increased emphasis on raising housing standards, and 
introducing mainstream building industry timeframes (Memmott 1991, p.135–
138,181–198,270–274,281–283).  
The experimental Wilcannia housing project was design ed to facilit ate staged self-
help housin g, and use d the com bined tech niques of  architectural, social an d 
economic planning, wit h the objective of using local unskilled lab our under the  
supervision of a build ing supervisor. There  were a plethora of players in the 
procurement process, with principal funding provided by the Department of Aboriginal 
Affairs (DAA) and technical monitoring and assessment by the Department of Housing 
& Construction (DHC). The DAA e ngaged the services of an electrical engineer as 
team leader, to overs ee the work of the architect and  structural engineer. The 
Wilcannia T own Council provided a  building  su pervisor and three trad espersons t o 
work on the  project, but they did no t remain for the duration of the pro ject. Bakandji 
Ltd (est. 1974), the ne wly formed local Aborig inal company, were cont racted to build 
the houses and asso ciated in frastructure u nder the supervision of a building  
supervisor and the fin ancial oversight of DAA. The Directorate of Abor iginal Welfare 
appointed, a community advisor in the mid-period of the project as a Housing Project  
Officer to advise Bakandji Ltd with the consultant archit ect Ken George initiall y 
engaged to undertake the design,  investigatio n of block manufacturing plant an d 
building supervision. However, George’s services were terminated towards the end of  
1976 by either DAA or DHC due to  incongruent differences in project vision with DAA 
staff, re sulting in inconsistent, incompetent construction  oversight b y subseque nt 
building su pervisors engaged by an inexperienced Bakandji Ltd (Memmott 199 1, 
p.181–197). 
Although touted as a self-help hou sing project  (1974–1978), it was in  reality far t oo 
ambitious for the inadequate man agement capacity of Bakandji Ltd  and the lead  
funding body, the DAA.  Four years  later, the communit y o f 550 Aboriginal people , 
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 gained a rapid increase in infrastructure using the labour of 69 Aboriginal people, with 
a total of two completed houses and  eight incomplete ‘George’ houses—in addition to 
industrial sheds and plants, an office, a concrete block making machine, 35 temporary 
sheds, and the purchases of 17 town dwellings. Of the eight incomplete houses,  six 
were taken to completion and occupation, comprising four earlier near-complete 
houses that  were finalised by a sep arate builder with Bakandji labour. A further tw o 
incomplete houses were completed by another builder with no Aboriginal labour input 
(Memmott 1991, p.143–145,183–197). 
In many in stances, th e Bakandji experience highlights t he necessit y for capacity 
building of local governance in order to obtain sustainable  training and employme nt 
outcomes, if  and when local capacities are  cle arly under developed. Strengthening  
self-governance where local capacit y may exist is not an easy task to accomplish in  
remote settlements, but there are clear paths to predicting failed training and 
employment programs when physical capital is  in creased in t he ab sence of  sta ble 
human capacity to ma nage its delivery and on going maintenance, as exemplified in 
the case study example at Wilcannia. It could be argued that, currently, government s 
have gained greater insight in to local cap acity and would not defer proje ct 
management of the scale attempted at Ba kandji on  an emerging Aborigina l 
construction enterprise;  contemporary proc urement practices te stify that th is is 
correct, but any infrastructure project  leaves behind significant capital investment that 
has to be managed and maintained, to some extent locally, where va ried and oft en 
extremely limited capacities continu e to exis t in remote sett lements. Additionally, th e 
latter perio d of the  Wilcannia p roject a lso foreshado wed the common ho using 
procurement method un dertaken today, where local labour is entirely excluded from 
the building  contract in order to ensure practical completion on time a nd for a fixed  
project sum.  
Furthermore, the example of  Bawinanga Abor iginal Corp oration (BAC) in Arnhe m 
Land clearly de monstrates that when infras tructure is carefully and selectively 
introduced t o match local management capacity and skills levels for repairs and 
maintenance, then sustained employment opportunities emerge, even if there is a lack 
of ability to uptake re cognised tra des cert ification. A number of optio ns shou ld b e 
presented to remote communities and the exa mple of Pal m Island is a case in p oint, 
that high level skills up take by Indi genous staf f can o ccur under key  governmen t 
contract agencies like QBuild, becau se they offer the required perpetual employment  
to achieve this, yet there is a considerable lack of interface and minimal local labo ur 
input within the local se ttlements where constr uction projects are rolle d out. Hence,  
the long-ter m gain in h uman capit al for the  lo cal Indig enous sett lement is minim al, 
though significant gains in physical infrastruc ture are delivered where there is a cle ar 
negative impact on other capitals. 
The long-term gains for livelihoo d sustainab ility outweighs the externally driven 
service delivery approach prevailing in the ma jority of infrastructure and procurement 
projects across the cont inent and highlights the need to examine in greater detail t he 
benefits of  gradually st rengthening self-governance and h ow, as exemplified in t he 
case examples of Myu ma Ltd, Mani ngrida and BAC, this leads to achie ving demand 
responsive services with an uptake in employment and training. The recent study b y 
Fien et al. (2008) has focused on  defining Indigenous governance, but there is a 
complex interplay between governance exercised at th e local level in remot e 
settlements and that exercised by external agencies that impacts upon their livelihood 
vulnerabilities. The subsequent discussion on  strengtheni ng self-governance and 
demand responsive services can  contribut e to improvements in administrative 
operations in remote Indigenous settlements. 
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 In terms o f measuring economic capitals, a few rele vant techniques can be  
mentioned. The issue o f economic sustainability of housin g for the  householder, i.e. 
cost of rent  and runnin g costs of  t he house ( power, water, waste removal) can b e 
measured through the use of an affordability measure which looks at the income of an 
average ho useholder a fter basic n eeds have been met in accordan ce with the  
Henderson Poverty Line (Neutze et al. 2000, p.3). Housing affordabilit y is generally 
very low in remote co mmunities with minimal or f ew employment opportunities 
whereby Ab original peo ple could yield an inco me that is substantially higher tha n 
unemployment benefits. The ABS collects and analyses data on Indigenous labour 
force participation and financial stress indicator s (ABS 200 9) which, if disaggregated 
for individua l settlements, cou ld pro vide a roug h guide to  general improvements in  
income and employme nt brought about by a local bu ilding enterprise undergoin g 
successful growth. However, actual targeted case study data would be more useful t o 
collect due to its more reliable contextual objectivity. 
3.6 Achieving governance capitals 
Indigenous self-governance is a  critica l ke y to devel oping susta inable remote  
Aboriginal communities. With g overnance cap itals in evitably impacting on hou sing 
procurement, an ultimate aim for remote Indigenous communities would be for at least 
some, if not  the majorit y, of Aborig inal group s to develop ( build in frastructure) and 
purchase la nd, constru ct, maintain and mana ge housing stock, buy, sell, and re nt 
houses the mselves wit hout or with minimal go vernment in tervention. Implementin g 
such an economic aim requires a su fficient strength and flexibility of local  governance 
to assist co rporate inno vation as well as a de mand responsive model of housing 
procurement so that communal motivation for involvement in housing construction and 
maintenance is clearly aligned with housing products th at fulfil local needs. An 
obstacle to  achieving  corporate  i nnovation comes when ‘governments are  
preoccupied with finding linear solutions to new conceptualisations of the problem and 
packaging t hese for top-down imp lementation’ (Moran & Elvin 2009, p.415). This 
approach also clearl y pertains to livelihoods susta inability where functio ning 
communities are sustainable communities. 
In relation to housing procurement in remote Aboriginal co mmunities, recent research 
by Desert Knowledge Cooperative Research C entre (DKCRC) indicates the vital link 
between governance and what is called ‘demand respon sive service s’. Through  an 
analysis of specific case study examples, Moran (2006b; 2009) in Demand responsive 
services: an  analytical f ramework for improved administrative practice in Indigenous 
settlements and Which job, Wh ich house? , describes four key components of  
governance that are inclusive of both formal  and informal decision-making processes. 
He clarifie s the funda mental definition of g overnance, stating that it involves 
meaningful engagement in ‘repre sentative str uctures an d procedur es to en sure 
information disseminat ion, grievance mechanisms and  downward accountability’ 
(Moran 2006a, p.32). F urthermore, Moran (2006a, p.34) provides a modification of  
Plumptre a nd Graham’ s (1999, p. 3) succin ct definition of Indigeno us governance  
through highlighting its salient dimensions: 
Governance involves the interactions among actors, structures, processes and 
traditions th at determine how power is exercised, how decision s are  made  
locally [whether they are cond ucted formally or informally] an d how 
beneficiaries participate . Fundamentally, it is a bout power, relationship s and  
accountability; who has influence,  who decides, and how decision-makers are 
held accountable. 
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 In comparing formal and informal governance structu res in remote Aboriginal  
communities, Moran (2006b, p.33) illustrate s the signif icance of formal political 
structures where they are used,  ‘for administrative e fficiency an d to ensur e 
responsiveness and accountability to constituen cies and go vernments’, and also the 
contribution that infor mal behind-the-scenes processe s m ake to local de cision-
making. Moran (2006b, p.34) usef ully applies the term ‘I ndigenous governance’ in 
order to se parate it fro m mainstre am governa nce. Other possible der ivatives of the  
term, when  applied to the Indigenous conte xt, are ‘self-governance’ and ‘loca l 
governance’. When exercised at the local level in  the Indigenous context, there are a  
broad number of diverse participa nts ranging from go vernment representatives to  
Indigenous people of varying ages who contribute to decision-making (Moran 2006 b, 
p.32–33). Moran’s (2007, p.2–3) examination of the interethnic practice in Aboriginal 
settlements in desert Australia focuses on the understudied area of local governance, 
which he ar gues has b een prohibit ed by ‘ideological blinding and over-stating the 
bipolar position between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal domains’, as def ined earlier in 
this paper. 
In critiquing the imbalance in power relations between Abo riginal and non-Aboriginal 
governance systems in  remote desert settlem ents, Moran and Elvin ( 2009, p.416–
417) argue that policy systems impl emented by external service providers ignore t he 
rights, resp onsibilities and capabilities of  Aboriginal people. They acknowledge the 
complexity of governan ce as played out in remote Abori ginal settle ments, but see 
value in examining whether these systems are adaptive to feedback in order to attain 
more than cultural fit , but flexibility with regard to social, economic and environmental 
contexts. 
Of relevance to housing procurement processes and methodologies is governance as  
applied to Aboriginal affairs and its relationship to demand responsive service delivery 
in remote settlements as modelled  by Stanley (2008) in A survey of  the ideas and 
literature o n dem and responsive services for  desert sett lements: an  econom ist’s 
viewpoint. Stanley (2008, p.2) def ines two as pects of de mand responsive service  
delivery, firstly comme ncing with  whether se rvices consumed are important for 
economic development and secon dly, which se rvice delivery model is best. Demand 
responsive services co mplement Moran and Elvin’s (200 9, p.420) id eal of adapt ive 
governance systems, particularly,  when se rvices dr iven by extern al government 
agencies in  remote se ttlements proliferate de spite the possible ab sence of any 
demand. 
Moran’s (2007, p.1,4)  specif ic case study e xample of the discrete  settlement  of  
Kowanyama at Cape Y ork, highligh ts active an d continu ing Aboriginal engagement 
under self- determination policies r einforcing t hat Kowanyama was not ‘a cu ltural 
isolate, nor autonomous, but rather intertwined in a complex and dia lectic relationship 
with wider society’. Kowanyama has been exemplified for its best practice  
achievements and fina ncial accou ntability while straddli ng innovation through t he 
persistence of traditional cultural values and wa ys of doing things. The unique socio-
cultural composition and  economic paucity among Aborigin al sett lements in  remote  
Australia has resulted in what Mora n and Elvin (2009, p.418) describe as the ‘hybrid  
and intercultural nature of governance’. 
When reviewing service delivery applied at  the level of  local governance of  Moran’s 
study of Kowanya ma, it was the a bsence of  cohesive coo rdination a mong external 
agencies (between the various arms of Federal and state g overnments) appeared t o 
be a ‘con stant feature’ leading to confusion and wastage in service d elivery. Moran 
and Elvin (2009, p.418) also report that the ever-chan ging government reform 
agendas driven by public management practices further exacerbate problems with the 
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 delivery of much needed services and local self -governance aspirations. The authors  
also found t hat once se lf-governance improved,  people and  communities were in a 
better position to identify those services that they required, in turn driving demand. 
According t o Hunt and Smith (2 007:22) in ‘Indigenous Community Go vernance 
Project’, concerted Indigenous action to build and strengthen community networks has 
shown to make a substantial difference to governance effectiveness and outcomes on 
a local level. Similarly, Porter (2009) argues f or a ‘hybridised’ model of governance  
through recognition and  translation of Aboriginal values and practices, where remote 
settlements are no longer passive recipients of services they do not  actually require,  
and where ‘services ha ve meaning for people’. We are concerned here both with  
Aboriginal capacity and governmen t capacity to respond to administrative reform  
requirements impacting on housing procurement. Stage 2 of this research agenda will 
investigate the possibilities for  Indigenous self-governance in line  with a streamlined 
and unobtrusive government facilitation system. 
3.7 Chapter conclusion 
This chapte r examined the different  capitals in Indigenous communities that can be  
linked to housing procurement. The following conclusions arise from this examination.  
Social cap ital consists of networks of socia l r elationships formed for mutual benefit  
and based on norms of trust, reciprocity and unity. Although Indigenous social capital 
investment appears to yield only limited economic gain and d oes not usually manifest 
as capitalistic economic development largel y, there is a possibility of explori ng 
whether informal Aboriginal grou ps such a s sociospat ial kin-ba sed residential 
groupings, customary gendered a ctivity groups, hunting  or craft manufacturing 
groups, and ceremonial or ritual groups, can play roles in housin g economy or 
housing management. Such social capita l would need to be localised a nd 
contextualised due to the distinct  economic  and social circumstances in remote  
settlements. For purposes of identif ication and evaluation, it is possible  to measure  
social cap ital strength,  although  it  is necessary to combine a quant itative scalin g 
approach with a qualitative assessm ent to capture the distinctive cross-cultural mix of 
values and networks in Aboriginal communities. 
Another dimension of  social capital is cultural capital which can play a significant role 
in housing design. The  cultural de sign paradigm involve s the use of models of 
culturally distinct b ehavior to infor m def initions of Aboriginal housing  needs. Th ese 
need to be  generated from effective consu ltation with end  users, requiring specialist 
expertise in cross-cultural skills. This design approach provides opportunity in housing 
procurement for the  reinforcing of  cultural identity, thereby strengthening social a nd 
cultural capital. Ethica l capital is fu rther gener ated from a  consistent  application of 
primary ethical principles of mutual respect, mutual rights, and mutual responsibilities 
in meeting the reasonable culturally specific needs of householders. 
A form of human capital that can  be generated  from housing procure ment is health 
capital. Houses and associated en vironments can contribu te positively to sustain ing 
Aboriginal health and reducing livelihood vulnerabilitie s. Surve ys are available to  
assess the quality of the health hardware, i.e. ‘the physical equipment necessary for 
healthy, hygienic living ’, which provides a me asure of health capital in Indigeno us 
housing. Another form of health capital is arguably generated by supporting the socia l 
and psycho logical funct ions of  hou sing. A significant way to do  this is to redu ce 
crowding. However,  ‘crowding’ is also a specialist area of research and design 
practice due to the complexity of cross-cultura l crowding models, and t o the complex 
inter-relationships of household density, behav ioural codes and values, the functional  
state of house infrastructure, the hygienic condition of houses and psychological well-
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 being. The problem of quantifying and measuring crowdin g reduction  in housin g in  
order to red uce psychological stress and infectious disease transmission is similarly 
difficult, and  although rough measurements are regularly made using conventional 
occupancy standards, t hey are not necessar ily an accurat e guide as indicated by 
some of the culturally distinctive examples given. 
Housing and infrastructure procurement, as one of the largest capital investments by 
governments in remote  communities, has a cle ar potential to generate  employment 
and training capitals  an d thereby provide improved wealth creation a nd economic 
sustainability for Aboriginal people. However, variable project delivery methods clearly 
result in varied opportu nities for e mployment and training . Time-pressured housing 
delivery limits opportu nities f or communit y participation  and has resulted in  a  
contracting preference for low-key or ze ro Aboriginal involve ment in many 
jurisdictions. Rushed housing prog ram agenda s strip long -term benefits, and ma y 
contribute to the burden of livelihood vulnerabilities due to the increased running costs 
and reduced social be nefits. This is further exacerbated by a short ened building  
period due to the wet season in many regions of northern Australia, resulting in t he 
exclusion of local involvement in training. 
If the const raints of ur gent constr uction timef rames were  not prioritised, synergies 
could occur, contributing significantly to livelihood sustainability. Howe ver, the use of  
small-sized building t eams prevents apprent iceship upta ke, and typically there are  
often no qualified Indig enous tradespersons in volved in co nstruction projects. Small-
scaled building projects thus ap pear to only have minor impact on achieving 
significant improvements in livelihood strategies. On the oth er hand, the promotion of 
housing te chnology systems for ho using proc urement that can radically reduce th e 
extent to which conventional certif ications of on-site skilled labour are required, needs 
to be considered. The example of  Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation in Arnhem Lan d 
demonstrates that su stained e mployment opportunities can emerge when  
infrastructure is carefully and selectively introduced to match local management  
capacity and skills levels for repa irs and maintenance, even if there is a lack of ability 
to uptake recognised trades certification.  
Larger scales of labour organisation and training need to be explored. High level skills  
uptake by Indigenous staff can occur under ke y govern ment contract agencies like 
QBuild, because they o ffer the req uired perpetual employment to ac hieve this, yet  
there is a considerable lack of interface and minimal local labour input within the local 
settlements where construction projects are rolled out. A good practice example is the 
Myuma group in North-west Queen sland which runs a pre-vocational training course. 
Here there is a unique symbiotic re lationship between the practice of Aboriginal law 
and the practice of commerce whereby the two are mutually supportive of on e 
another, generating a st rong Aboriginality in day-to-day business. The overall positive 
benefit to economic capital is thus supported and underpinned by cultural and social 
capital resulting in a potential for greater livelihood sustainability. 
Capacity building of  local governance capital is also ne cessary to obta in sustainable 
training and employment outcomes. Housing procurement can contribute to both local 
and region al forms of  Indigenou s governance. However, there is generally a n 
imbalance in power relations and capacitie s b etween Abo riginal and non-Aboriginal 
governance systems, one which ne eds to be corrected in order to gen erate the be st 
capital outp uts from h ousing pro curement. The latter  in cludes loca l, state  an d 
Commonwealth Govern ment representative bodies and their asso ciated fundin g 
cycles that  require to be  coordinated at the scales of t he settlement and the regio n. 
Problems of procurement result when there is not a ‘collective mind se t of values and 
attitudes’ among these respective players. Indigenous self-g overnance is in general a 
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 critical key  to developing su stainable re mote Aboriginal communities. With 
governance capitals inevitably impacting on housing procure ment, an ultimate aim f or 
remote Indigenous co mmunities would be fo r at lea st some, if not the majority, of  
Aboriginal groups to develop (build infrastru cture) and purchase la nd, constru ct, 
maintain and manage housing stock, buy, sell, and rent houses themselves without or 
with minimal government intervention. Implementing such an economic aim requires a 
sufficient st rength and  flexibility of local  go vernance to assi st a nd encoura ge 
corporate innovation as well as a de mand responsive model of housing procurement 
so that communal motivation for involve ment in h ousing con struction a nd 
maintenance is clearly aligned with housing products that fulfil local needs.  
The strivin g and plan ning for multiple capitals to be  generated f rom housing  
procurement suggests adopting a form of sustainability framework in order to integrate 
the hybrid economic u se of community-base d resources within a ra nge of human  
activities, incorporating complementary concept s of eco logy and socia l values. Th e 
Design Framework (DF) method  and the SL Frame work both offer positive 
foundations for the procurement of housing in remote Aboriginal communities. In  
particular, the latter promises a ‘participatory model of practice, to draw both outsiders 
and locals onto an inte rcultural fie ld on which knowledge sharing and  innovation is 
possible’ (Moran et al 2 007), thus helping to address governance imbalance between  
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal systems. The sustainable livelihoods framework has the 
potential to  link a range of capitals to ho using procurement an d attempts t o 
emphasise improved outcomes in  alignment  with remote Indigeno us sett lement 
expectations. It examin es the short-term lim itations of one-off procurement contracts 
to exert long-term improved economic changes in livelihood outcomes.  
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 4 CONCLUSIONS 
In concluding this Positioning Paper, the following discussion focuses on setting u p 
the foundation for the subsequent e mpirical case study analyses to be undertaken in 
Stage 2. This case stud y analysis will present initial findings regarding social, human  
and econo mic capitals in remote Aborigin al commun ities and t heir potential 
relationship with the  procurement processes and  contractual methodologie s 
discussed previously in this report. 
4.1 Social and economic capitals in procurement 
Previously in this report, social capitals were described as networks inclusive of social 
relationships, norms of trust and reciprocity, being in certain ways non-separable from 
natural capitals where customary capital is a ll important and outstrip s economi c 
capital. In t erms of pro curement and its relat ionship to social capitals, the better a 
given community’s social capitals ar e understood and respected, t he better any 
potential housing procu rement system will be. Furthermore, it can be expected that 
different communities will exhibit potentially d ifferent social capi tals dependent on a 
multitude of given circumstances including, but not limited to, remoteness, local levels 
of leadership, socia l or ganisation, education, and adherence to loca l custom and 
cultural trad itions amon g others. T here is neg ligible evide nce in do cumented case  
studies of  housing pr oviders attempting to understand  how informal Aboriginal 
networks might contribute to housing procurement and this remains an untested area. 
The following discussio n is a brief outline, based on literature evidence, of one ke y 
form of social capital th at the current authors believe is relevant and necessary to 
creating sustainable procurement strategies in remote Abori ginal communities—that  
of design cu ltural fit. It i s intended t hat Stage 2 of this research project  will focus on  
more in-depth analysis of these interrelated issues in  see king to  und erstand which  
social and economic capitals are demonstrable from the chosen case studies. 
4.2 Cultural and ethical capitals in procurement 
In order to achieve a close cultural fit in remote Aboriginal housing, there must be a  
common consensus between the initial designer , the builder and the pro ject manager 
overseeing the procurement proce ss. One of  the most contentious debates in 
Aboriginal housing over recent years relates to whether or not the standardisation of 
house designs can  deliver cultura lly appropriate housing.  The argument once  again  
comes down to risk management for both funder (proprietor) and building contracto r. 
For exampl e, the st andardisation of house  design s r esults in le ss community 
consultation as community members choose from a range of design options that have 
typically been predetermined, while the individualisation of  house designs requires a  
much greater commit ment to community con sultation an d adds a great deal of  
complexity t o the documentation and eventual building pr ogram as well as cost.  
Individualisation also re duces oppo rtunities for  achieving economies of scale as 
building materials cannot be ordered in bulk and architectural detailing and technology 
may vary. The history of housing procurement systems in Aboriginal communities has 
shown that the standardisation of house desig ns is yet to be proven to result in a  
strong cultural fit, where the individualisation of house designs, while seemingly more 
culturally appropriate, is yet to deli ver successful large-scale housing programs. Bo th 
methods present problems for the delivery of  culturally appropriate housing. T he 
intention of  Stage 2 of this rese arch project  will be to  eval uate which procurement 
systems have proven more effective in creatin g positive outcomes for a close cultural 
fit in house design. 
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 Cultural ap propriateness in house design relat es to how well the finished produ ct 
functions to support its occupants’ beliefs and their associated domiciliary behaviours. 
The contractual system itself is important in this respect;  however,  as discusse d 
above, it appears that  projects w ith short t imeframes a nd grand e xpectations in  
achieving large numbers of hou ses will au tomatically preclude t ime-intensive or 
householder responsive  consulta tion due to th e focus on standardisation in hou se 
design and the dominance of economies of scale. Consequently, it appears that large-
scale D&C and allian ce contra ctual processes would lend themselves to th is 
methodology, whereas small-scale traditiona l lump su m contracts would le nd 
themselves to intense p re-design consultation and individualisation in house design 
which, until investigated fully in St age 2 of this project, a ppears to produce better 
results in relation to cultural appropriateness in house design. 
4.3 Health capitals and procurement 
In looking at the relationship between housing procurement processes and reducing 
livelihood vulnerabilit ies, two main aspects are  considered —reducing crowding and  
improving h ealth hardware performance. The majority of work required to improve  
health and  overcrowding outcomes in  remote Aborigin al housing  needs to  be 
undertaken at a strategic design level with a he avy focus on grass-root s consultation 
with key stakeholders, typically those who are living in the household settings in which 
the house and related infrastructure is to be constructed. A review of those contractual 
mechanisms discussed previously shows either the l ump sum or allian ce contracting 
systems may best support such an activity, versus the D&C contracting scenarios with 
their set tim eframe and budgetary requirements. Both the tr aditional (lump sum) an d 
alliance for ms of contr act would t ypically rely on either  pre-contract or schema tic 
design consultation being undertaken during the  initial stages of the  design process. 
The reason  for ruling out D&C as a potential system relates to the  time that the 
consultative process w ould typically add to the project pr ogram; and with the head  
building con tractor assuming all the risk in the D&C process, it would appear more  
likely that whoever was  exposed to  the most ri sk would attempt to limi t consultative 
input and seek standardised house designs versus the individualised designs possible 
under lump sum and alliance contracting. 
To improve health and reduce crowding in remote Aboriginal housing r equires both 
technical an d social de sign con siderations. As discu ssed previously in this pape r, 
while good technical de sign may i mprove access to health hardware wi thin a house, 
and thus have a positive effect on some of the health indices of its occupants, it may 
not necessa rily reduce crowding no r impr ove health if day- to-day cleaning regimes  
are not constant or are undermined by large households. However, we do know that a 
lack of quality technical design does exacerbate house hard ware functions, and can 
have a flow-on effect o n overcrowding. The aim in Aboriginal housing  should be t he 
construction of quality houses that  function to  meet social, cultural and natural  
environments and in which the occupants the mselves ha ve greater capacity to  
support sustainable livelihoods. 
4.4 Employment and training capitals in procurement 
In terms of incorporating local labou r and imple menting training progra ms within th e 
range of different procurement strategies, the issue becomes one of risk mitigation for 
both proprietor and building contractor. The risk to the proprietor relates to timeframe  
and budget  overruns g iven the po tential of  a more transient, possibly truant, and  
certainly lo w-skilled se mi-literate l abour force  in many remote communities.  Tho se 
same risks also affect t he building contractor. Given this scenario, one  could assume 
that the pro prietor would attempt to shift the p otential risk of timeframe and budget 
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 overruns to the bu ilding contract or with a  resultant in crease in  overall construct ion 
sum to cover the contr actor’s additional risk. O f the con tractual scenarios discussed 
previously, both the tr aditional lump sum a nd D&C a pproaches would see the 
contractor t aking on th e risks a ssociated with  labour force truancy, whereas the 
alliance for m of contra cting would  see al l pa rties shar ing those risks. One co uld 
imagine th at the majority of he ad contract ing compa nies with  t he appropriat e 
experience to run D&C and lump sum contracting would shy awa y from contractual 
situations that stipulated  the implementation of training and employment  programs i n 
remote communities on the basis of risk to th eir business enterprise.  Therefore, it  
could be su ggested tha t alliance  contracting i s more likely than either l ump sum or  
D&C contracting to accommodate l ocal training and employment strategies in remote  
Aboriginal communities as all risks are shared. Thus, it is no surprise that the current  
SIHIP program in the Northern Territory is being administered as an alliance contract  
with all risks shared between the Federal and Northern Territory Governments and the 
contracting consortia undertaking the construction work. 
With this in  mind, the question is how to build appropriately in remote settings where 
there is a high likel ihood of transi ent behaviour due to mobility associated wit h 
Aboriginal kinship and  ceremonial responsibilities. Is allian ce contra cting the best  
method for quality housing outcom es for Aboriginal peop le in remote communities? 
Furthermore, and as discussed prev iously in this report, it is commonly understood 
that in the majority of remote situations, Aboriginal social pr iorities outweigh economic 
priorities wit h individuals choosing family obligations/responsibilities o ver their own  
personal material desires. This situation affects procurement strategies given that the 
construction of house projects is ty pically a lin ear continual program of construction 
and administration until practical completion. Given the transient behaviour in remot e 
communities with more adherence  to local tra ditions, life-ways and law, it may be 
unrealistic if  not incongr uous to expect Aborigin al people to  compromise their long -
held social responsibilities to  receive construction training that may not eventuate in  
long-term employment. Case stu dy analyses in Stage  2 will in vestigate the  
relationship between training, employmen t, mobility and procurement systems in 
greater deta il in an  atte mpt to draw conclu sions as to which direct ion procuremen t 
scenarios should head in the future to benefit all stakeholders and not just those who 
provide the project fun ding or those who benefit financially from u ndertaking t he 
works. 
4.5 Governance capitals in procurement 
In terms of governance as a so cial cap ital and its re lationship t o procurement  
processes, improved housing procu rement in remote Aboriginal communities will no t 
produce qu ality governance stru ctures with in communities; however, improved self-
governance systems within communities will result, as Moran (2007) sta tes, in greater 
information dissemination and accountability, and thus better housing procurement in  
remote communities. It is therefore difficult to choose any one particular contractu al 
strategy over another in  relation to  strengthening and working with governance as a 
social capital. In saying this, after  reviewing the governance literatur e, the current  
authors believe that a n improve ment in se lf-governance mechanisms, whereb y 
Indigenous people administer infrastructure  and housing programs themselves, will  
result in  th e posit ive developmen t of A boriginal housing  procurement througho ut 
Australia. While this seems an obvious statement, history has shown this pursuit to be 
a difficult achievement. For example, as the historical overview of Abo riginal housing 
procurement presented above shows, self- governance of h ousing procurement wa s 
attempted in the re cent decad es through  ICHOs administering  communit y 
consultation, design an d construct ion contract s. However,  as reporte d previously,  
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 those housing organisations not only had t o balance a three-tiered system of 
government, i.e.  loca l, state and F ederal, in  order to continue receiving support,  but  
also the so cial and cultural expectations of th eir respective communities which  at 
times sat in polar opposition to government political agendas. 
For some, t he heavy burden that t his situation  placed  on these small organisat ions 
resulted in t heir eventual failure an d the abolition of the ir responsibilities regardin g 
housing and infrastructure management. The li terature shows that unless ICHOs a re 
equipped with the relevant skills and personnel to carry out such an undertaking, they 
are bound for failure in the medium to long-ter m. Even if they succee ded under this 
regime, they were considerably d efunded in sweeping I CHO chang es through the 
removal of CHIP and NAHS funding, and any competencies gained were lost when 
they were defunded (se e further Bynoe, Normanton, Queensland by P ascoe 2008 , 
p.51–52). Nevertheless there are some operational ICHOs that co ntinue to have a 
relatively successful track record. 
If quality g overnance structures d id exist in Aboriginal communities, it would b e 
possible for that ICHO to use any o ne of the different contractual strategies described 
previously to procure h ousing for that community; it would only be a matter of cho ice 
as to which contract system worked best for a given sc enario. This is, again, a  
dimension of the research project that will be examined through a later case study. 
4.6 Complexities and barriers in procuring remote Aboriginal 
housing 
In reviewin g the recent history (2001–2010) of housing procurement in remote  
Aboriginal communities, two major observations stand out.  Firstly, g iven the political 
complexities of working in cross-cultural contexts, there does not appear to have been 
a significant improvement in Aboriginal housing over the last ten years; and secondly,  
in response to this complexity, there appears to have been a dramatic shift away from 
traditional lump sum contracts co ntrolled at a communit y level (thro ugh ICHOs) t o 
large allian ce forms of contract controlled at  a regional  level by the Australi an 
Government. Initial research findings indicate that many of the barriers to procurement 
systems are government related and due to a lack of understanding of the social a nd 
economic capitals that Aboriginal people can bring to procurement in conjunction with 
an appropriate awareness of market and con struction ind ustry dyna mics in remote 
Australia. 
4.6.1 Case study design: Stage 2 
While prepa ring this Positioning  Paper, a number of early observations and furt her 
questions r egarding pr ocurement strategies,  contractual methodologies and t he 
complexities of socio-e conomic capital fr ameworks in pro curing housing in remote  
Aboriginal communities have arisen. These questions form the basis for  analysis and 
inquiry in Stage 2 of this AHURI project and have influenced the choice of primary and 
secondary case stud ies. Primary case stud ies will combine (i) l iterature analysis,  (ii ) 
semi-structured interviews with prof essionals who were involved in pro curement, and 
(iii) field visits to a number of c ommunities to inspect houses, and interview 
community leaders and residents and local Council or ICHO staff involved in housin g. 
Secondary case studie s will o nly i nvolve (i) and/or (ii). T he final selection of  fo ur 
primary case studies is based on a range of criteria, including the existence of project 
documents, gaining project document access p ermission, the capacity of User Gro up 
members to facilitate such acce ss, communi ty access permissions, and cost of 
community visitation, as well as the actual suitability of the case study for the analysis.  
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 One further criteria that has shaped case study selection is whether the houses under 
consideration in the communities outlined above have more recently participated in a 
Fixing Houses for Better Health (FaHCSIA 2007a) to assist in evaluating the quality o f 
construction, the quality of repairs and environ mental health, pending securement o f 
necessary permissions to do so  (via Fa HCSIA). The re is benefit to not o nly 
investigating ‘new-build’,  but also in vestigating renovation and retrofittin g projects in  
the commu nities identified as current state a nd Commo nwealth housing progr ams 
include both in their housing procurement programs. 
In compiling the section on contractual methodologies in Aboriginal housing delivery, it 
was difficult to fin d in-depth accounts on  the contractual mecha nisms in  t he 
procurement scenario s above. Mos t of the inf ormation above was gained throug h 
reviewing f ormal reports of housing programs that were already under political 
pressure for their demise. Therefore, the intention in the ne xt phase of this proje ct is 
to conduct  a detailed  investigation of the actual lega l parameters and forma l 
agreements evident in  the provisio n of CRM, NAHS and SIHIP housing discusse d 
above, in order to indep endently evaluate the e ffectiveness and outco mes of those  
programs. In reviewing the contractual methods and procurement strategies above, a 
series of q uestions as to the  bar riers in  effe ctively procuring housing in  remote  
communities have arisen. These questions f orm the basis for f uture analysis and 
inquiry in Stage 2 of this AHURI project, and include: 
Æ If historical strategies for housing provision are known and understood,  why is the 
provisioning of Aboriginal housing continuing to generate variable (and often poor) 
results? 
Æ What are th e distinct dif ferences (advantages and disadvantages) between lump 
sum, D&C and alliance contracting in procuring Aboriginal housing? 
Æ Rather than a one-size- fits-all contr actual process, is it better to have a flexible 
system that uses all types of contr actual scenarios on diff erent scales, a kind of 
horses-for-courses ideology rather than a one-size-fits-a ll approach of ‘this is the 
one correct answer’? 
Æ Did the contractual frameworks outlined in the various programs above, contribute 
to the confusion and difficulties experienced in the provision of housing? 
Æ Is it better to have fle xible contractual arrang ements that cater for changing 
circumstances as prog rams evolve, or  better to have inflexible arrangements  
where the scope of work is clearly defined and  understood by all parties allowing 
for subsequ ent negotiat ions between parties to  the contract as things inevitabl y 
change? 
Æ Did barriers arise due  to the form of contract used or was it the administration of 
that contract that caused the failure of effective procurement? 
Æ Does the incorporation of additional capitals su ch as maintenance, training and 
employment, the use of local re sources, sustainable construction practices, 
respecting t raditional lif e-ways, consultation e tc., contribu te to the difficult ies 
experienced in procuring Aboriginal housing? 
Æ Would a simplification of these processes improve Aboriginal housing? 
Æ Is it possible to create more innovative, cost-e ffective housing deliver y methods , 
and if so, how? 
Æ What examples of goo d practice h ousing procurement can be identified through  
the case study analyses and are they being continued to be used? 
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 Table 4: Contract types and sustainability livelihoods for Stage 2 
 
Case studies & contract types 
Case study 1 
Traditional 
lump sum 
Case study 2 
Traditional 
lump sum 
Case study 3 
Design & 
construct 























Procurement scales & types  
New build 
construction         
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Repairs and 
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Case studies & contract types 
Case study 1 
Traditional 
lump sum 
Case study 2 
Traditional 
lump sum 
Case study 3 
Design & 
construct 







        
Employment & training capitals  
Training         
Ongoing 




        


















        
 
In attempting to devise the table above, the authors re alised that a lot of th e 
information needed to make relevant value ju dgments on the relatio nship betwe en 
mainstream contract mechanisms and sust ainability livelihoods (in  the guise of 
‘capitals’) was missing f rom the liter ature. Therefore, once t he Stage 2 case studies 
are completed, the aut hors intend  to address this missin g information in the final 
report. 
4.6.2 Case study locations 
In responding to the initial obser vations and associated  conclusion s above, the  
following list  identifies t hose primary and secondary case studies cho sen for further 
analysis in Stage 2 of this research program. This list is only indicative at this stage as 
the authors are still in th e process of seeking permissions from the relevant parties to 
look into these housing projects. The four primary case studies chosen are: 
Æ Qld Dept of Housing Project:  Thur sday Island R edevelopment Project, 
Queensland. 
Æ NAHS funded ICHO Project: Bynoe CACS Ltd, Normanton, Queensland. 
Æ South Australian Housi ng Unit/Housing Trust f unded project: Tjilka ba Community 
[Scotdesco]. 
Æ SIHIP project: Case study on Nguiu, Bathurst Island, Northern Territory. 
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 Possible secondary case studies chosen for this investigation are: 
Æ IHANT/ATSIC project the Apatula/Papunya  former ATSIC region’s Central 
Remote Housing Development Model. 
Æ Northern Penninsula Area (NPA) Region Bamaga, New Mapoon, Injinoo, Seisia,  
Umagico, Qld Dept of Housing & ATSIC Demonstration Project. 
4.7 Final statement 
This research project promises to be an invaluable addition to the body of knowledge 
regarding housing procurement processes in  remote Aboriginal co mmunities in  
Australia. It  also has the potential to educate both funders (govern ment), ICHOs  
(community governance) and project facilitato rs (contracting companies) working  in  
remote Australia as to best-practice administration processes leading to more positive 
outcomes of  culturally r esponsive housing in using the social and e conomic capitals 
that Aboriginal people can bring t o procurement. In order to appropriately procure  
Aboriginal housing in  remote co mmunities in Australia, an envelo pe of ‘ethical 
fairness’ needs to  cover all particip ants in  the process; be they build ing contractors, 
Aboriginal occupants, government officials or  others in procuring q uality housing  
outcomes that attest to a shared future built environment that will last t he test of time 
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